
Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesImproved approximation schemes forgeometrical graphs via \spanners" and\banyans"Satish B. Rao & Warren D. Smith�fsatish,wdsg@research.nj.nec.comMay 23, 1998Abstract | We give deterministic and randomizedalgorithms to �nd a Euclidean traveling salesmantour (TST) of length within (1 + 1=s) times optimal.They run in O(N logN) time and O(N) space for con-stant dimension and s. These time and space boundsare optimal in an algebraic computation tree model.We can also �nd a (1 + 1=s) times optimal length 2-matching (M2M), edge cover (EC), minimum span-ning tree (MST), Steiner minimal tree (SMT), recti-linear ditto (RSMT), and related graphs in the sametime bound.This improves recent algorithms of Arora, whichhad used N(logN)O(sd�1) time in �xed dimension dto produce a (1 + 1=s) times optimal TST (or SMT,RSMT) with success probability 1=2. To verify suc-cess, however, Arora could only use a deterministicversion of his algorithm that took a factor of Nd moretime. The increase in running time for our determin-istic version depends only on s.Arora's approach can also be extended to produceother (1 + �)-approximate geometrical graphs besidesTSTs, e.g. the minimum matching (MM) and sub-graph versions of the MST and TST problems. Ourmethods (at least at the moment) don't apply tothose problems, but we can produce a 1:001 exp(8 �21�1=(d�1)pd)-approximate MM in O(N logN) MonteCarlo time.Our algorithms are based on using low-weight Eu-clidean spanner graphs (and generalizations of them) inconjunction with the hierarchical structure theoremsthat serve as the basis of Arora's work.A \t-spanner" is a graph on N sites such that short-est path distance between two spanner vertices ap-proximates the Euclidean distance to within a fac-tor of t. By making work by Arya, Das, et al.more explicit, we show that a (1 + 1=s)-spanner of Nsites in d-space is computable in (sd)O(d)N logN timeand (sd)O(d)N space, has maximum valence (sd)O(d),and is (sd)O(d) times longer than the MST. We showthat spanners can in principle be made orders ofmagnitude shorter and simpler by allowing \Steinerpoints."We introduce a remarkable generalization of the�NECI, 4 Independence way, Princeton NJ 08544
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Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemes3.2 Randomized Algorithms : : : : : : : : : : 133.3 Derandomization : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 143.4 Faster Randomized (but Monte Carlo) Al-gorithms : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 144 Extension to other graphs besides TST 144.1 Banyans : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 144.2 Steiner minimal trees (SMT and RSMT)in 2D : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 154.2.1 RSMTs : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 174.2.2 SMTs in higher dimensions than 2 174.3 Minimum edge cover (EC) and 2-matching (M2M) : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 184.4 An O(N logN)-time Monte Carlo algo-rithm to �nd an expO(d1=2)-approximateMinimum Matching : : : : : : : : : : : : 194.4.1 Even Forest heuristic : : : : : : : : 194.4.2 Monte Carlo algorithm : : : : : : : 205 Discussion and Open Problems 215.1 Practicality : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 215.2 Open questions : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 226 Appendix: Improved analysis of Arya etal.'s spanners in dimensions d � 2 236.1 Improving spanners by allowing \Steinerpoints" : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 251 IntroductionWe improve a method of Arora [1] for approximat-ing TSTs and SMTs. Arora's algorithm, givenN points in a Euclidean d-space, d � 2, produces, withprobability 1=2, a (1+1=s)-approximate TST. It runs inN(logN)O(spd)d�1 time (s > 1). However, the algorithmcan fail, and these failures are not easy to detect. Theonly options Arora provided were either to hope failuredid not occur1 or to use a derandomized version of hisalgorithm which takes Nd times longer.Our improved methods yield O(N logN) time algo-rithms for this problem for any �xed s and d. In moredetail, we obtain when d = 2� an algorithm that �nds a (1 + 1=s) times optimalTST (or SMT, RSMT, MST, EC, M2M) with prob-ability 1=2 in sO(s)N +O(dN logN) (1)Monte Carlo time andsO(1)N + sO(s) logN (2)space,1k repeated failures is an event of probability � 2�k if yourrandom number generator is truly random and your code is bugfree.

� or deterministic and Las Vegas algorithms that runin 2sO(1)N + sO(1)N logN (3)time and consumesO(1)N + 2sO(1) logN (4)space.In d dimensions, our methods yield algorithms thatsucceed with probability 1=2 in Monte Carlo time(spd)O(d(pds)d�1)N +O(dN logN) (5)and (sd)O(d)N + (spd)O(d(pds)d�1) logN (6)space, or in Las Vegas time2(sd)O(d)N +O(dN logN); (7)or a deterministic algorithm with runtime2(sd)O(d)N + (sd)O(d)N logN; (8)in both of the latter cases consuming(sd)O(d)N + 2(sd)O(d) logN (9)space.In �xed dimension d and with �xed s, our approxi-mately optimal TST (or MST, SMT, RSMT, M2M, EC)algorithms run in O(N logN) time and O(N) space.Our (1 + 1=s)-approximation algorithms for NP-hardproblems (e.g. TST) run more slowly than competingexact algorithms when sO(1) > N or dO(1) > logN , oth-erwise they run more quickly. For problems in P (e.g.M2M) we run more slowly than competing exact algo-rithms when sO(1) > logN or dO(1) > log logN , other-wise we run more quickly.Our algorithms use low-length Euclidean spannergraphs in conjunction with the hierarchical structure the-orems that underly Arora's work.De�nition 1 A \(1+ �)-spanner" of a set of points is asubgraph of the complete Euclidean graph where for anyu and v the length of the shortest path from u to v is atmost (1 + �) times the Euclidean distance between u andv.Das, Narasimhan & Salowe [10] showed that spannerscould be found with sum of the edge lengths at mostO(ad(�)`(MST )) where `(MST ) is the length of the min-imum spanning tree of the sites. They did not specifythe function ad(�). We will show in theorem 45 thatad(�) = (d=�)O(d).We also study extending the notion of Euclidean span-ner graphs to allow Steiner points. Speci�cally, we provein x6.1 that Steinerized (1+�)-spanners can be as much asorder ��1=j log �j times shorter than any ordinary (1+�)-spanner in 2D, and ��
(d) times shorter in any �xed di-mension d. On the other hand, we show in theorem 56DocNumber 2 . 1. 0. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesthat in �xed dimension d the bound ad(�) = (d=�)O(d) isin fact optimal (up to the inherent weakness arising froman \O(d)" in the exponent) even if Steinerized spannersare allowed.De�nition 2 A \(1 + �)-banyan" of a set of sites is agraph (whose edges are line segments) such that for anysubset S of the sites, the length of the shortest connectedsubgraph of the banyan which includes S, is at most (1+�)times longer than the Steiner minimal tree of S.Banyans are introduced for the �rst time in this paper.We show in x4 that for �xed � and d, a (1+ �)-banyan ofany set of N sites in d-space exists, which� Is at most a constant factor longer than the MST ofthe sites,� Has O(N) Steiner points,� Has all valencies bounded,� Is computable in O(N logN) time.1.1 De�nitions of the geometrical graphs (and theiracronyms!)Given N point sites in Euclidean space, a \geometricalgraph" is a set of line segments (\edges") whose end-points include the sites.The optimum traveling salesman tour (TST) is theshortest cyclic path that visits every site. A (1 + �)-approximate TST is a TST with length at most 1 + �times the length of the optimum TST.A Steiner tree is a network which connects all the sites.If the network consists solely of line segments parallel tothe coordinate axes, then it is a rectilinear Steiner tree(RST). The Steiner minimal tree (SMT) is the shortestSteiner tree, and the RSMT is the shortest rectilinearSteiner tree. (Alternatively, you can think of the RSMTas a Steiner tree where we measure length in the L1 met-ric. With that view, the line segments in RSMT can havearbitrary slopes.) A spanning tree is a network madeof site-to-site line segments only, which connects all thesites. The minimum spanning tree (MST) is the short-est spanning tree. A matching is a partitioning of the Nsites into N=2 pairs (for this, we assume N is even). Theminimum matching (MM) is the matching such that thesum of the lengths (i.e. distances between the 2 mem-bers of) of the pairs is minimum. The all nearest neigh-bor digraph (ANND) is the digraph in which every siteis joined to its nearest neighbor; ANN is the undirectedversion of this graph (with duplicate edges uniqui�ed).To de�ne the directional nearest neighbor graph we needa covering of the sphere of possible directions by spher-ical caps of some angular radius � (for the \�-DNNG").The DNNG edges are bonds from each site to each ofits nearest neighbors within each cone of directions cor-responding to a cap in the covering. An edge cover isa set of edges containing every vertex at least once; theminimum edge cover (EC) graph is the minimum length

graph in which every valency is � 1. The minimum 2-matching (M2M) is the minimum length graph in whichevery valency is exactly 2 (and doubled edges are permit-ted in the graph). The sphere of inuence graph (SOI)is de�ned as follows. Associate with every site v a ballBv centered at that site with radius the distance to thesite's nearest neighbor. There is an edge ij in SOI if Biand Bj intersect.Finally, the minimum bipartite matching (MBM)among N red and N blue points [31] is the minimumlength pairing of each red point with a unique blue mate.Properties of these graphs will be discussed later; fornow we merely mention that in any metric space,`(SMT ) � `(MST ) � `(TST ) � 2`(SMT ); (10)`(EC) � `(ANN) � `(ANND) � 2`(EC) � 2`(MM) � `(TST ):(11)`(EC) � `(M2M) � 2`(MM) (12)M2M � SOI ; ANN �MST: (13)It is possible to �nd MST, ANN, ANND, EC, M2M,SOI, and MM of N points in d-space (or with an arbi-trary distance matrix) in polynomial time, but �ndingthe optimal TST, SMT or RSMT is NP-hard. Inequali-ties (10-13) immediately lead to factor-2 approximationalgorithms for TST and SMT in any metric space, how-ever.1.2 Random versus nonrandomOne kind of randomness in algorithms consists of makingprobabilistic assumptions about the input, e.g. that theN sites were sampled from a uniform distribution in ad-cube. Ideas of this nature, although providing veryuseful guidelines in practical programming, should notbe relied on2. Both we and [1] avoid any probabilisticassumptions about our input, and instead derive all ourrandomness from a random number generator.Another kind of randomness { the kind in [1] { is\Monte Carlo" algorithms. These are algorithms whichsucceed with some probability (say 1=2), or fail { butthere may be no easy way to distinguish success fromfailure. Arora [1]'s algorithms may also be regarded asrunning in some worst case runtime bond and never fail-ing { if we change their task to be that of providing atour whose length excess (versus the optimal tour) is arandom variable whose expectation value is � �`(TST ) {but there is no easy way to tell whether we are greatlyexceeding the expectation value. Many people do notlike Monte Carlo algorithms because it is di�cult to de-bug them (is my failure a bug or a feature?) and one cannever be sure when to stop running them.2For example, Fortune's \sweepline" algorithm for computing2D Delaunay triangulations [16], although in theory deterministicand featuring O(N logN) runtime in the worst case, was imple-mented by Fortune (in a widely distributed C program) withouttree balancing. The resulting code exhibited N2 runtime for Npoints forming a convex N-gon.DocNumber 3 . 1. 2. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesA better kind of randomness is \Las Vegas" algo-rithms. These algorithms (in avor A) succeed, in someworst-case runtime bound, with some probability (say1=2), or fail, but when they fail, they say so. FlavorB (the two avors are easily interconverted, of course)never fails but its runtime bound is only a bound on theexpected running time3.Best of all are fully deterministic algorithms with worstcase runtime bounds.In this paper we will provide all4 algorithms in all threevarieties (Monte Carlo, Las Vegas, and fully determinis-tic). Our Monte Carlo algorithms are the fastest. Ourfully deterministic algorithms are slower than our Las Ve-gas ones, but not by enough that the di�erence is visiblein our worst case time bounds.1.3 How close are we to optimal speed?The N logN behavior of our TST, MST, SMT, EC,ANN, M2M, MM, spanner, banyan, or RSMT runtime(8) when s and d are held �xed is optimal in an \alge-braic computation tree" model [9]5. Although our al-gorithms are most easily expressed in a way that usethe \oor" function (so they are not pure algebraic, andhence initially would seem not to be susceptible to thelower bound) they may be rewritten (x1.5) in an honestlypurely algebraic manner still with O(N logN) runtime.It is very likely that (8)'s dependence on s with d held�xed is optimal. The known NP-completeness proofs for2D TST (or RSMT, SMT) involve points on a polyno-mial size grid in which all TST edges are in a �xed num-ber of possible orientations. If s were polynomially (inN) large, then a (1 + 1=s)-approximation would be ex-act. Assuming NP-hard problems aren't soluble in 2No(1)time, implies that it would be impossible for our runtimeto be 2so(1)NO(1) with d = 2. But in fact our runtimebounds are the same as this \impossible" result but withthe o changed to an O.Finally, we can make it plausible that the dependenceof our TST running time on d with s held �xed is close tooptimal. Trevisan [41] showed that approximating TSTto within any su�ciently small constant factor forN sites3\1-sided hybrid" algorithms are also possible: The \strongpseudoprime test" is Las Vegas for proving compositeness, but onlyMonte Carlo for verifying primality. The literature also containsthe alternative related terminology (which we will avoid) of \BPP"and \RP" algorithms.4With one exception, the Monte Carlo matching algorithm ofx4.4.5Actually [9] did not prove this for spanners and banyans. How-ever by applying any o(N logN) MST algorithm [6] to either ofthese graphs we would recover an approximate MST, hence by [9]'s
(N logN) lower bound for approximate MSTs, the result follows.They also did not prove this for MM, M2M, EC, ANN, but wedo claim this (although we omit the proof). We also claim thatapproximating the shortest pair distance to within any constantfactor requires 
(N logN) time. All these 
(N logN) bounds ap-ply even in 1D. M.Smid points out that [13] also proves N logNlower bounds for computing spanners, and [38] shows an N logNlower bound for approximate min weight matching.

in logN dimensional space, is NP-hard6. Hence (unlessNP-hard problems are soluble in 2No(1) time) no algo-rithm for approximating TST to within any su�cientlysmall constant factor for N sites in d-space can run in22o(d)NO(1) time. We get 2dO(d)NO(1) so that our de-pendence on d is also tight except that we have a dO(d)instead of a 2O(d). It's likely that this improvement isactually possible.1.4 ApplicabilityRoughly speaking, our methods apply to a geometricalgraph G if it's sparse, simply de�ned7, there are onlyrO(r) possible kinds of \boundary conditions" if r is thenumber of crossings of G over a hyperplane, G obeys a\patching lemma" (cf. x2), the site coordinates may berounded to integers of order (Ns)O(1) without ruiningthe approximation, and G can't be more than a constantfactor shorter than the MST as N !1 in �xed dimen-sion.TST is the perfect good example. A bad example of agraph { which neither our methods nor Arora's can han-dle { is the minimum bipartite matching (MBM), be-cause it has no patching lemma. Similarly, maximumlength spanning trees, TSTs, etc. also can't be handled.Arora's methods had also produced approximationschemes for minimum length matching (MM) and k-vertex subgraph variants of the minimum spanning treeand TST problems in Euclidean space. Our methods (atleast currently) don't apply to these graphs because theycan be much shorter than the MST and the coordinatesare not roundable.However, with su�cient cleverness, for any particu-lar graph it might be possible to overcome its shortnessand non-roundability. To illustrate that, we introducethe minimum edge cover graph EC, and the minimum 2-matching M2M, both of which can be much shorter eventhan MM, but which we nevertheless (x4.3) can approx-imate to within 1 + 1=s with our usual time and spacebounds. This gives some hope that it might be possibleto handle MM in the future, although we do not knowhow at present. In x4.4 we show that our techniquesnevertheless can approximate MM to within a factor of2O(pd) in dO(d)N logN Monte Carlo time.1.5 Computational modelOur time and space bounds will be in the usual\real RAM" model in which arithmetic operations(+;�;�;�;p; >;=) or IO for real numbers take unittime. Also, a real number may be stored in 1 mem-ory location. Occasionally we will assume that the inputpoints are in \general position," that is, their coordinatesdon't obey any nontrivial algebraic equations. This may6Also: approximating RSMT to within any su�ciently smallconstant factor for N sites in N�1 dimensional space, is NP-hard.7SMT and RSMT aren't very \simply de�ned" since they in-volve vertices which are not input sites, which is an obstacle wehad to overcome using some new ideas.DocNumber 4 . 1. 5. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesbe assured either by a random pre-perturbation or byself-consistent tie-breaking schemes.We will sometimes assume that s = O(N), becauseit simpli�es some of our bounds, and one might as wellbecause demanding more accuracy than this from our ap-proximation algorithms will make them run more slowlythan exact algorithms.Although some steps in our algorithms are most conve-niently accomplished with the aid of the \oor" functionbxc, we claim this isn't really needed8. For TST, RSMT,and SMT, really all we need are O(logN) bits of pre-cision in a word, but MM, M2M and EC could requirearbitrary precision (if the points come as a large numberof very close pairs).1.6 Quick sketch of our methodsIn this section we sketch our methods in the context ofthe Euclidean plane. Again, many of the techniques werepreviously developed by Arora in [1].We assume that the sites are on integer coordinates ofan L � L grid. We then choose random integers a andb from [0; L]. We grow the width of the grid by L byextending it on the left by a grid lines and on the rightby L� a grid lines. We similarly grow its height using arandom variable b.Our algorithm begins by �nding a 1+O(1=s)-spannerof the set of input points which is only sK times longerthan MST for some constant K. An optimal TST TS inthe spanner has length within 1+O(1=s) of the optimaltour T of the input points. We also note that an optimalTST in the spanner only uses any edge of the spannertwice.Then we form a quadtree decomposition of our ran-domly grown square containing the sites as follows. We�rst subdivide the square into four equal sized squares,and recurse on the subsquares with more than one siteinside. This takes O(N) time per quadtree level, and itturns out we can require our points to lie on a grid withL = O(Ns) lines, so the quadtree will have O(log(Ns))levels.We will use a sequence of \patchings" to modify thespanner with respect to the quadtree decomposition. Apatching essentially cuts some edges in the spanner atsquare boundaries and adds three line segments that re-connect all of the cut edges.We apply a sequence of patchings to the spanner S sothat1. The total length of the added line segments is 1=rtimes the original length of the spanner,8In an early step of our TST algorithm we scale all coordinatesand then round them to integers of order N . This may be ac-complished either by Nd invocations of the oor function, or byO(Nd logN) operations without resorting to oor. It is often con-venient to have available coordinates scaled and rounded to integersof order 2�kN for all k. These quantities may be pretabulated inO(Nd logN) non-oor operations. For what might happen if weallow a more powerful computational model, see x5.2.

2. and the boundary of each quadtree square is inter-sected by the edges of the resulting graph at mostO(r) times.The procedure above along with its analysis is derivedeasily from the proof of Arora's main structure theoremin [1].We set r = O(sK+1) in the procedure above. This pro-duces a modi�ed graph S0 that consists of the line seg-ments from S plus some additional line segments whosetotal length is O(sKMST )=r = O(MST=s).A tour exists in S0 which is only an additive amount2O(MST=s) longer than the best tour in the unmodi�edspanner, as may be seen via the following argument. Fol-low the tour TS from the spanner but alter (by deletingcertain 2-way line segment crossings) the resulting tourso that it only uses each additional line segment in themodi�ed spanner at most twice. This tour T 0S has lengththat is at most an additive amount 2O(MST=s) largerthan TS . Since MST is at most the cost of the optimaltour, we can conclude that there is a tour in the modi�edgraph of cost at most 1 +O(1=s) times optimal.Moreover, the modi�ed spanner has a recursive decom-position, induced by our quadtree, in which each pieceonly interacts with the outside a constant r times. Thisallows us to use dynamic programming to �nd the op-timal TST in the modi�ed spanner in time that is ex-ponential in r = O(sK+1) but linear in N . (The samestandard techniques were used by [1]).We remark that, unlike Arora [1], we can e�ciently de-randomize the procedure above. This is due to the factthat Arora considered applying his modi�cation proce-dure to some unknown solution to the TST problem.We actually use the modi�cation procedure on the span-ner graph which we explicitly compute. Thus, we easilycheck for the success of Arora's procedure. Indeed, wecan give an algorithm to derandomize it completely run-ning in added time O(N logN).Arora's arguments had shown that, with probability1=2, there is an (1 + 1=s)-approximate TST that onlycrosses any square's boundary in a random quadtree de-composition at most O(s) times.Since O(s) is signi�cantly less than q = O(sK), wecan �nd a faster dynamic programming algorithm thatwith probability 1=2 �nds a (1 + 1=s)-approximate tour,and runs in time O(q)sN = O(s)KsN . This can be com-pared with our deterministic dynamic programming al-gorithm's runtime of O(qq)N = O(s)KsKN . But ourfaster randomized algorithm is Monte Carlo; like Arora'srandomized scheme, it can fail without any indicationthat it failed.1.7 Related Work on Geometrical Graph algorithmsChristophides [7] observed that by �nding the minimumspanning tree of the graph, and then adjoining the mini-mum length matching of all the odd-valent points in thespanning tree, an Eulerian (even-valent) graph CG re-sulted, and in any metric space 32`(TST ) � `(CG): InDocNumber 5 . 1. 7. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesfact 32`(LP ) � `(CG), where `(LP ) is the cost of a sim-ple linear programming lower bound on the TST cost(also computable in polynomial time) [37]. This approx-imation ratio 1:5 is still best known for TST in arbitrarymetric spaces for approximation algorithms running inpolynomial time.Smith [39] showed how, by \searching over separa-tors," to �nd the optimum TST for N points in theEuclidean plane in NO(pN) steps. (Other geometricalgraphs are calculable with the same technique, for ex-ample the minimum length triangulation.) Also in [40]he extended this to handle RSMT.Smith [39] showed how to �nd a �-DNNG of N sitesin the plane in time O(N logN)=�; see also our theorem46.Vaidya [43] showed how to �nd ANND in O(d)dN +O(dN logN) time by a tree-of-boxes algorithm9.The SOI graph is computable in O(N logN) timewhen d = 2 by computing the ANN spheres fromthe Delaunay triangulation and then �nding their in-tersections (of which there will be10 2O(d)N) via the\plane sweep" paradigm [39]. In higher dimensionsd, one may use Vaidya's algorithm to �nd the ANNspheres and then �nd their intersections with techniquesof [32] and [15]. The resulting algorithm will run indO(d)N+O(dN logN) steps. This obsoletes the previousbest runtime NO(logN)d�1 of [39].A (1 + 1=s)-approximate MST may be found by com-puting a (1+1=s)-spanner of the N sites, and then �nd-ing the minimum spanning tree lying inside the span-ner in time O(N + ES), where ES is the number ofspanner edges, using the linear time MST algorithmof [24]. The resulting runtime (cf. theorem 45) is(sd)O(d)N +O(dN logN) in space O(sdN). When d = 2the exact MST may be found in O(N logN) steps bytaking advantage of known O(N logN)-time algorithmsto �nd the \Delaunay triangulation" DT and using thefact that MST � DT .Similarly, a (1 + O(1=s))-approximate MM may befound by �nding the minimum length \odd valent sub-graph" (OVS) inside a (1+1=s)-spanner graph, and thenconverting the connected components of the OVS intomatchings by considering the shorter of the two alter-nating matchings inside a (shortcut) cyclic tour roundtheir minimum spanning trees. Vaidya in section 6.1 ofhis paper [42] shows how to �nd a min-length odd-valentsubgraph in a V -vertex E-edge spanner graph by solvinga min-weight matching problem in an easily generatedassociated graph (in which a full matching must exist)with � 2E + V vertices and � 5E + 5V edges. Theresulting11 runtime is O(s1:5dN1:5(logN)1:5�(N;N)) in9Vaidya only claimed O(d)dN logN , but a careful examinationof his algorithm shows this more precise bound is also valid.10 One may prove this by showing that the valency of the sitewith the shortest distance to its nearest neighbor is 2O(d). Thenmentally remove this site and generate the SOI graph of the re-maining sites; the result will be a supergraph of the SOI graphwith 2O(d)N edges.11This slightly improves Vaidya's runtime and reduces his space

space O(sdN). If d = 2, the d's in the bound above maybe replaced by 1's by using a DNN graph as one's span-ner (see x6 and [39]) instead of the spanners arising from[5]. Still better dependence on s is perhaps achievable.The \min-weight degree constrained subgraph (DCS)problem" is: inside an edge-weighted graph with V ver-tices and E edges, we ask for a subgraph having minimaltotal weight whose valency at each vertex v is at least Lvand at most Uv. (We specify the arrays L and U .) At theend of [18], it was remarked that this problem could besolved (provided all the edge weights were non-negativeintegers � C) in time O(pV �(E; V ) logCE log(V C)),but the details were deferred to a \forthcoming paper"and also to a second manuscript { and unfortunatelyneither was ever published. Since our EC graph is thespecial case of this problem that arises when Lv � 1,Uv � V � 1, the weights are Euclidean distances and thegraph is the complete graph, we see that it is computablein polynomial time. Similarly for M2M.If the reader is unhappy about relying on unpublishedresults of Gabow and Tarjan [18], we remark that it'smade clear how and why the DCS problem is soluble inpolynomial time, and in fact is reducible to a min-weightmatching problem, in chapter 10 of [30]. Indeed, [30]even mentions graph transformations which will allowthe solution of, for example, the parity constrained DCSproblem (PDCS) { the valence of v is constrained to bean integer between Lv and Uv with parity Pv; also somevertices's parity may be left unconstrained. Unsatis�ablesets of valence constraints will be detected.We now claim that Vaidya's approximate minimummatching algorithm should be generalizable to an algo-rithm to produce a (1 + 1=s)-approximation for the Eu-clidean degree constrained subgraph problem (for anydegree constraints)12. This is accomplished by solving aPDCS problem in the spanner graph using the correctlower bounds Lv (but in�nite upper bounds Uv), andthen shortcutting paths to single edges as necessary toget the valencies down to the true Uv.The remarks above yield the best \previouslyknown13" algorithms for approximating EC and M2M.However, they are obsoleted by the algorithms of thispaper if d and s are su�ciently small.Apparently the current record polynomial time ap-proximation factor for SMTs in arbitrary metric spacesis � 1:644, due to Karpinski & Zelikovsky in an unpub-lished manuscript. SMT in a general metric space is atleast r2r+s(r+1)2r+s times as long [4]14 as the shortest unionneeds down to linear, because we've used the spanners aris-ing from [5] instead of Vaidya's spanners, and we've used theO(pV �(E; V ) logV E log(V C))-time matching algorithm of [18].12And it will run in the same time bound as Vaidya's plain ap-proximate Euclidean minimummatching algorithm, if one believesthat the time bound in the unpublished Gabow-Tarjan result willapply for the ODCS problem.13They weren't really previously known, since we just pointedthem out for the �rst time in print.14This result does not lead to a \polynomial time approximationscheme" for SMTs in general metric spaces. In fact one does notexist unless P=NP, since the problem is known to be MAX-SNPDocNumber 6 . 1. 7. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesof k-site SMTs with k = 2r+s, 0 � s < 2r; RSMT in theEuclidean plane is at least 2=3 times as long as the L1MST [23]; SMT in the Euclidean plane is at least p3=2times as long as the MST [12]; and all these factors aretight.However in arbitrary metric spaces it is known that ap-proximating SMT or TST to within 1+� is NP-complete,for all su�ciently small constant � > 0. (See [1] for thereferences to this recently developed area of \MAX-SNPhardness.")2 Approximating the TSP in the planeWe use lemmas stated in [1] and [25] about (1 + �)-approximate traveling salesman tours for N sites in theplane. They all generalize to d-space with d > 2, but fornow we will state some of them only in the case d = 2.Lemma 3 (Perturbation Lemma)Given a graph G on N input sites in [0; 1]d, one canperturb the sites so that they are on points of the form(i=k; j=k) for integers i; j and with common denominatork, so that the total length of the graph changes by an ad-ditive term of at most pdEG=k where EG is the numberof edges in G.Assuming WLOG that the point set in [0; 1]d has MSTlength M � 1, by using the lemma above and scaling bya factor of L = pdN=(�M), we may alter a travelingsalesman problem so that its sites lie on integer pointsin [0; L)d. This introduces an additional (1+ �) factor tothe �nal TST approximation factor, which we will ignorein the following for simplicity. We can then assume thefollowing invariant on a traveling salesman problem forthe rmaineder of this section.Rounding Assumption: A (1 + �)-approximate trav-eling salesman problem has N sites with integer coordi-nates in [0; L)d, L � pdN=�, such that their MST haslength � pdN=�.We assume that the sites are on integer coordinates ofan L � L grid. We then choose random integers a andb from [0; L]. We grow the width of the grid by L byextending it on the left by a grid lines and on the rightby L� a grid lines. We similarly grow its height using arandom variable b.De�nition 4 We de�ne t(G; l) for a graph G and a linesegment l in <2 to be the number of times any edge in Gcrosses l.We also state a version of a lemma from [1].Lemma 5 Given a graph G in <2 on N sitesXl:horizontal t(G; l) + Xl:vertical t(G; l) � pd`(G); (14)where `(G) denotes the length of G, and l are lines (ind-space, hyperplanes) of the integer grid.hard.

The above lemma (proven in [1]) follows from the factthat the L1 and L2 norms di�er by at most a pd factor.De�nition 6 A crossing between a G-edge and aquadtree box boundary is \relevant" if exactly one of theendpoints of the G-edge is inside the box.Lemma 7 If `(G) = k � `(MST ), then the total num-ber of quadtree-G crossings for a set of sites meetingthe Rounding Assumption is � dkN=�. Even withoutassuming the Rounding Assumption, the number of rel-evant crossings is O(EG log2(2L)) for a log2(2L)-depthquadtree hierarchy where EG is the number of edges inG.De�nition 8 A TST (or general graph G) is \r-light" ifit crosses each (hyperplanar) boundary between two sib-ling quadtree boxes at most r times. It is \r-vapid" ifeach such boundary is crossed at most r times by rele-vant crossings. (r-light ) r-vapid.)De�nition 9 A \(g; �; q)-patching procedure" takes agraph G in <2 and a line segment l of length L and pro-duces a new graph G0 with total additional length gL thatcrosses the line segment at most � times. Moreover, G0consists only of line segments of G and subsegments of� 2q in�nitesimally shifted versions of l, � q of them oneach side of l.Theorem 10 Given a graph G on a 2D grid, a (g; �; q)-patching procedure for the graph and line segments in<2, and a quadtree dissection with a random shift (a; b),then one can use a sequence of patching procedure callsto produce whichever is desired of the following:� An (r+2q)-light graph G0, for any r with r � �, thatis in expectation at most (1 + 2gp2r+1��)2 times longerthan G.� An r-light graph G0, for any r with r � �, that isin expectation at most exp 4gp2r+1�� times longer thanG. Note: for this variant we need a slightly di�erentde�nition of \r-light" arising from a slightly di�er-ent (now binarized) notion of what the \levels" arein the quadtree; see the end of the proof.In other words, if g, q, and � are �xed, the length increasefactor incurred when modifying G to make it r-light is1 +O(1=r).Proof. This is our version of Arora [1]'s \structure the-orem." Our proof is essentially the same as his, but:1. We have a more general theorem statement,2. We will be more careful about our constant fac-tors, in an attempt to get better and more explicitbounds,3. A new trick allows us to extend the domain of ap-plicability of the theorem as far as possible, e.g. al-lowing 1-lightness when � = q = 1.DocNumber 7 . 2. 0. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesWe will patch the graph to make it r-light with a se-quence of calls to the patching procedure on line seg-ments that are subsegments of the horizontal and verti-cal lines of the quadtree dissection. We will show thatfor each line l in the quadtree dissection the expected(over the random choice of (a; b)) increase in the lengthdue to patching procedures involving subsegments of l isbounded by O(g�s=r). By combining this with the factthat Pl2Q t(G; l) is bounded by the length of G and byusing linearity of expectation, the theorem will follow.We discuss only vertical lines for now.For a line, we de�ne its \level" to be the level of thelargest box for which part of it serves as a border. (Thisis the smallest number i � 0, such that the line borders alevel i box.) Note that the probability for a line to havelevel i with a random shift (a; b) is� 2iL : (15)We patch the graph by using the following procedureon each line. Recall that the actual shifted dissectionconsists of lines of length 2L.ARORA-MODIFY(l; i; b)(l is a vertical square border in the quadtree dissectionand b is the vertical shift of the dissection, and i is thelevel of line l given b.)For j = 1 + log2 L down to i do:For p = 0; 1; : : : ; 2j�1, if the segment of l between they-coordinates b+p2�jL and b+(p+1)2�jL is crossed bythe current G more than r times, then use the patchingprocedure to reduce the number of crossings to �.For j � i, de�ne cl;j(b) to be the number of edges towhich the patching procedure is applied during the jth it-eration of the outer for loop in ARORA-MODIFY(l; i; b):Since each patch replaces� r+1 crossings by � crossings,we have for each vertical shift bXj�0 cl;j(b) � t(G; l)r + 1� �: (16)Moreover, by the de�nition of a (g; �)-patching proce-dure the increase in length of the resulting graph causedby ARORA-MODIFY(l; i; b) is at mostgXj�i cl;j(b) � L2j�1 : (17)Recall that for a line l the level is i with probabilityat most 2i=L (over the choice of the horizontal shift a).Thus for every vertical line l and every b, 0 � b < L,the expected increase in cost due to applications of thepatching procedure to its subsegments is bounded bygXi�0 2iL Xj�i cl;j(b) L2j�1 = gXj�0 cl;j(b)2j�1 jXi=0 2i

< 4gXj�0 cl;j(b)� 4g t(G; l)r + 1� � (18)Thus, the expected length of the graph after patchingwith respect to all vertical quadtree lines (assuming ournotion of \vertical" versus \horizontal" is chosen by apreliminary coin ip; in d-space, d > 2, using a d-faced\coin"), is at most the original length plusXl 4g t(G; l)r + 1� � � 4gpd=dr + 1� �`(G): (19)The horizontal lines of the quadtree can be dealt withsimilarly. But the two sets of lines can interact becausepatches along vertical quadtree square borders can cre-ate extra crossings on (necessarily shorter) horizontalquadtree lines, in�nitesimally close to their endpoints.A valid (but weak) response to this quibble would sim-ply be to add at most 2q to the lightness r, because ifwe �rst patch all the vertical lines, reducing them to r-lightness (but perhaps causing a large number of cross-ings over horizontal quadtree lines), then patch the hor-izontal lines, we get a graph G which is r-light for hor-izontal quadtree lines, r + 2q-light for vertical quadtreelines, and in expectation at most (1 + 2gp2r+1��)2 timeslonger than G. This proves the �rst itemized claim ofthe theorem.A stronger response is as follows. Regard the quadtree,not as a 2d-ary tree of cubes, but rather as a binarytree (d times deeper) of bricks with longest sidelength :shortest sidelength ratio at most 2 : 1. Then order theARORA-MODIFY calls along root to leaf paths in thistree. (Notice that we now have a di�erent de�nition ofr-lightness because the tree is di�erent.) In this case,each ARORA-MODIFY call will cause the line (in d-space, hyperplane) it is called upon to become r-light. Itmay create undesirable extra crossings on other quadtreelines, but only on descendant lines, and never on ances-tors. Since these descendants are all going to get repairedby later ARORA-MODIFY calls, this does not matter {we end up with something genuinely r-light.To bound the expected length increase we may use thefollowing:Lemma 11 Let a1, a2, ... ak be real with 0 < ai andPki=1 ai = S. ThenkYi=1(1 + ai) � (1 + S=k)k < expS: (20)Proof sketch: (20) arises from \Jensen's general argu-ment" (see any book on inequalities) by considering itslogarithm and using the fact that lnx is concave-down.2 This (where 1 + ai are the \length ampli�cation fac-tors" caused by the patchings) proves the second item-ized claim. 2DocNumber 8 . 2. 0. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesRemark. The probability that a nonnegative randomvariable is below twice its expectation is � 1=2. Hence,the additive increase in length caused by the proof pro-cedure above, will be no more than twice its expectedvalue, at least half the time.Lemma 12 (Runtime for graph lightening) After aprecomputation consuming O(N logN+EG) time (whereEG is the number of edges of G): The proof procedureabove can be implemented to run in time linear in thenumber C of quadtree-G crossings. If we only want r-vapidity rather than r-lightness, the time is linear in thenumber of relevant crossings.Proof. We've already seen that the number of patch-ing operations is linear in C, and clearly each patchingoperation takes constant time if � is constant and the lo-cations of the crossings being patched are speci�ed. Theonly di�culties, then, are �nding the crossings in the �rstplace and telling which crossings to patch, each time wepatch.If G obeys the Rounding Assumption, the number ofcrossings of the spanner over the L possible splitting lines(at integer coordinates) of the quadtree is O(ds3N=�)by lemma 7. Furthermore, by sorting the endpoints ofthe spanner edges in each coordinate and doing a 1-dimensional scan on that coordinate, we can �nd all ofthese crossings in time O(N logN +EG+C) time. Evenwithout the Rounding Assumption the number of rele-vant crossings is O(EG logN) and we may �nd them inO(EG logN) time.Finally, if every crossing knows which quadtree box itis in and the boxes know their contents, then telling whoto patch is immediate. This \knowledge" could be main-tained in doubly linked lists precomputed in O(logN)time per crossing, or only O(1) time per crossing if wehave the \oor" function. 2Now, we will discuss spanners, and modi�cations ofthe spanner graph.Lemma 13 Spanner-TST lemma. A TST exists,which lies inside any (1 + �)-spanner graph, and is atmost 1+� times longer than the optimal TST. This TSTdoes not use a spanner edge more than twice (i.e. nomore than once in each direction).Proof: The 1+ � approximation is a trivial consequenceof spanner-hood. Now suppose (for a contradiction) thatthe shortest in-spanner TST traverses a spanner edge ABmore than 2 times. In that case, the TST (with multi-ple edge traversals counted multiply) is an Eulerian15multigraph. If every k-time multiple edge in this multi-graph, k � 3, is replaced by a j-time multiple edge, withj 2 f1; 2g and j having the same parity as k, the resultis still an Eulerian multigraph, and hence has an Eu-ler tour, which would be a shorter in-spanner TST { acontradiction. 215connected and with every valency even

We now provide a patching procedure for spannersthat proceeds as follows for a spanner G and a line seg-ment S. One draws two lines along both sides of andparallel to S and joins them (crossing S) at a point inthe middle. Each edge of G that crosses S is cut at Sinto two line segments: one to each of the two adjacentlines. This is a patching procedure with g = 2, q = 1,and � = 1. (Really it is going to have g = 4, q = 2 and� = 2, if we consider possible 2-time edge traversals bythe tour, see below.) See �gure 1.

Figure 1: Proof of the patching lemma for spanners.Lemma 14 (Spanner-TST patching lemma) Let Sbe a line segment of length `, and let G be a graph drawnin the Euclidean plane and let � be a cycle in G. IfG is patched with respect to the line segment S using theprocedure above, then there is a cycle �0 that visits all thesites that � visited and whose total length is at most anadditive amount that is twice the increase in the cost ofG introduced by the patching procedure, i.e., an additiveamount of 4` larger than the length of �.Proof: If � used an edge that intersected S, considerrouting it along the �rst segment then along one of theparallel lines to the joining point and then to the nextsegment and �nally to the �nal segment of the edge.This cycle may re-use portions of the parallel lines manytimes. But we can now modify this cycle to a cycle �0that contains any subinterval of each of the parallel linesat most twice, as in the proof of lemma 13. 2By combining theorem 10 with lemma 14, we can de-rive the following theorem.Theorem 15 Given a traveling salesman problem on agrid, and a quadtree dissection with random shift (a; b),then with probability 1=2, one can �nd an O(s4)-lightgraph G that is guaranteed to contain a TST that hascost 1 + 1=s times the cost of an optimal TST.Proof. Find a (1 + �)-spanner with � = 1=(2s) that hastotal length O(`(MST )=�3). Then for a random shift,use theorem 10 to patch it to be r-light. By choosing rto be at least cs4 for an appropriate constant c, we ensureDocNumber 9 . 2. 0. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesthat with probability 1=2, the total increase in length ofthe spanner will be bounded by 1=(4s). If the increasein length is bounded by 1=(4s), output the graph. Oth-erwise fail.If a graph is produced, it contains a 1 + 1=(2s) +2=(4s) = 1 + 1=s approximate TST by lemmas 13 and14. 2We note that if a graph is produced it is guaranteedto contain an (1 + 1=s)-approximate TST. This can becontrasted with Arora's results, where the �nal outputis a (1 + 1=s)-approximate TST with probability 1=2.2.1 A randomized (1 + �)-approximate TST algorithm(when d = 2)As usual in this paper we will set s = 1=� for convenience.Algorithm.1. Scale and pre-perturb the N sites according to thePerturbation Lemma 3 (also removing duplicates)so that they have distinct integer coordinates16 ofsize O(Ns).2. Find a t-spanner graph S of the N sites accordingto theorem 45. Let this spanner have total lengthLS .3. Find a randomly shifted quadtree in O(N log2(sN))time.4. Modify spanner S according to the Arora modi�ca-tion procedure of theorem 10 so that the resultinggraph S0 is r-light with respect to the quadtree. Re-marks: (i)S0 may no longer be a spanner. (ii) Thiscan be accomplished in O(s3N) time since the to-tal number of crossings is O(s3N) by the RoundingAssumption. See lemma 12. (iii) Even without theRounding Assumption we would still be able to getan r-vapid graph in O(s3N logN) time by lemmas7, 12.5. Find the shortest r-light TST which lies inside S0, bydynamic programming on the quadtree. (Namely,in each box in the quadtree, we have a TST prob-lem with \boundary conditions" at the r pointswhere the modi�ed spanner crosses the box bound-ary. There are at most 4 possible ways the tour couldcross (or not cross) at such a point, plus there are2O(r) possible planar matchup conditions the tourmust obey on each side of the boundary17 hence atmost 2O(r) boundary conditions total. We tabulatethe min-length solutions to all subproblems for allboundary conditions in all boxes. To combine two16The main purpose of the pre-perturbation is to force thequadtree decomposition to stop after log2N levels. Also it keepsour arithmetical precision requirements low { we assume we arein some model of computation in which arithmetic operations onintegers of this size may be performed in O(1) time.17Without planarity a bound rO(r) is obvious. Techniques forshowing a 2O(r) bound with planarity and generation algorithmsto achieve such bounds are discussed in [39].

boxes to get a min-length subproblem solution ina larger box, we must consider all possible pairs ofcompatible boundary conditions on the boundarybetween the sub-boxes. There are 2O(r) such pairs.)De�nition 16 Let ad(�) denote the minimum numberX such that a (1 + �)-spanner exists (and can be com-puted e�ciently enough for our purposes, say in td(�)N+dN logN steps, and requiring sd(�)N edges at most) forN points in d-space, which is at most X times longerthan the SMT. (These functions are bounded in theorem45, e.g. ad(�) = (d=�)O(d).)Let the length of the minimum spanning tree be`(MST ). Let t = 1 + �, and hence by the Arya et al.spanner construction `(S) � ad(�)`(MST ), and of course`(MST ) � `(TST ) � 2`(MST ). (In the present analysisd = 2, of course. )We then claim the TST our algorithm produces willbe at most a factor (1 + O(� + r�1a2(�)) times longerthan the optimum TST. We may choose r = O(a2(�)=�)to get a 1 + � approximation.The (expected) time to produce the original randomlyshifted quadtree is O(dN logN), i.e. O(dN) time perquadtree level. The space needs are O(sd(�)N) to storethe spanner. It takes time td(�)N logN .Finally, performing the dynamic programming re-quires tabulation of TST subproblems with boundaryconditions in each quadtree square, with � 2O(r) possiblekinds of boundary conditions. Two tables correspond-ing to two subproblems in adjacent quadtree rectangles,may be combined to produce a table of solutions for thecombination quadtree rectangle, in time 2O(r) by simplyconsidering every possible way to combine two subprob-lem solutions with compatible boundary conditions. Allsuch combining takes O(2O(r)N) total time { but onlyO(2O(r) logN) space is required if we do the dynamicprogramming in a depth-�rst order on the quadtree (weonly need to store tables associated with the current pathdown the quadtree, not the whole quadtree).The algorithm succeeds if the randomly chosenquadtree happened to satisfy theorem 10, which is aprobability� 1=2 event.Remark. Throughout the argument we have for clar-ity \cheated" slightly by saying \s4, s3, �3" when in factthe precise values 4 and 3 have nowhere been justi�ed.However, it is justi�ed to say \O(1)" instead of thesevalues (see x6).We concludeTheorem 17 Main theorem (d = 2): The expectedruntime for our randomized algorithm for computing a(1 + 1=s)-approximate TST (which succeeds with proba-bility � 1=2) is O(2sO(1)N + dN logN). The space re-quirement is sO(1)N + 2sO(1) logN .2.2 DerandomizationArora's algorithm had involved the use of a randomquadtree, for which, he showed, an r-light TST would,DocNumber 10 . 2. 2. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemeswith probability � 1=2, exist, which was only 1+O(1=r)times longer than the optimal TST. This had the dis-advantage that even if one happened to choose the bestquadtree, one had no way of knowing it was the best, oreven that it was good enough. Thus, Arora's algorithmoutputs a TST, and with probability � 1=2 (\success")this TST will be as short as Arora's bounds assure; butthere is no way to recognize success or failure with cer-tainty.Arora had little choice but to depend upon random-ness, because he did not know the optimal TST.We, however, do know the spanner graph. This givesus the hope of being able to derandomize the quadtree, infact the hope that we may speci�cally choose a quadtreeso that a short r-light modi�ed spanner exists, in facteven the hope that we can �nd the best quadtree.Or instead, we may just choose the quadtree at randomjust as Arora does, but with the di�erence that if wesucceed, we will know it.A key fact underlying our derandomization procedurewill be that the averaging argument in the proof of theo-rem 10 did not need to average over all Ld possible shiftsof the quadtree; instead it only needed to average overLd shifts, i.e. L in each dimension. We can use a 1D shiftoptimization procedure to duplicate this, and bound theerror we introduce by so doing.We now give an algorithm for derandomization. Ouralgorithm will �nd the approximately best shift for thequadtree with respect to the modi�cation procedure oftheorem 10 applied to a spanner.2.2.1 PreliminariesThe number of crossings of the spanner over the L possi-ble splitting lines (at integer coordinates) of the quadtreeis O(ds3N=�) by lemma 7. Furthermore, by sorting theendpoints of the spanner edges in each coordinate anddoing a 1-dimensional scan on that coordinate, we can�nd all of these crossings in O(dN logN) time. We as-sume now that these crossings are available with eachline of the quadtree dissection.We will use the following fact about binary trees. We�rst de�ne the level of the root of a binary tree to be 0and the level of the children of a node to be one higherthan its level.Lemma 18 Consider an in-order ordering of the nodesof a complete binary tree. (Each node is placed betweenthe orderings of the subtrees rooted at it.) For any ksuccessive nodes in the ordering, there is a single nodethat has lowest level of any of the k nodes.Proof: Consider any two nodes at the same level. Con-sider their least common ancestor. This node is in be-tween the two nodes in an in-order traversal since theyare in di�erent subtrees. Moreover, it has lower levelthan the two nodes. 2

2.2.2 How to �nd an approximately best horizontalquadtree shiftSuppose we want to �nd the best of all the L possi-ble shifts of the quadtree in one of the coordinates. By\best," we mean the one causing the least added lengthwhen we modify our spanner to make it r-light. (Actu-ally we will be satis�ed below if we are o� by a constantfactor, i.e. are 2r-light.)In order to compute the horizontal shift, we assumethat the vertical shift is �xed to some arbitrary numberb. Our algorithm will proceed via \dynamic program-ming" to build a table giving, for sets of k = 2p successivevertical lines, the cost of applying ARORA-MODIFY tothem for each of L possible horizontal shifts.Each table entry is� indexed by a minimal level number i, 0 � i � 1 +log2 L and a shift j 2 f0; 1; :::; k � 1g,� and contains the cost of applying ARORA-MODIFYto all of these vertical lines assuming that the jthline has level i and no other line has a lower num-bered level. (Note that the levels of all the otherlines in the set is known given this information bylemma 18.)We can compute a table entry for 2k successive verticallines from the two previously computed table entries forthe left and rigth half-sets (of k lines each), adding costsof the corresponding table entries. This can be done inconstant time per entry.The table for a single line l consists of entries for eachj 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : ; 1+log2 Lg that contain the cost of apply-ing ARORA-MODIFY to l assuming that l's level is j:We can compute the table from a single run of ARORA-MODIFY on the vertical line l assuming that i = 0.This is due to the fact that ARORA-MODIFY(i; l; b) al-ready computes the cost of ARORA-MODIFY(i+1; l; b).Moreover, we can do this run of Arora's procedure in timeproportional to C logL where C is the total number ofcrossings of the line l.We summarize:Lemma 19 The horizontal derandomization proceduretakes a graph G and a sequence of L vertical lines and�nds a value a such that applying ARORA-MODIFY toG to the vertical lines in a quadtree with shift (a; b) pro-duces a graph G0 which is r-light with respect to all thevertical segments of the quadtree. Moreover, `(G0) �1+O(1=r)`(G). It requires O(C logL) time if the graph'sedges cross the vertical lines a total of C times.We �xed the value of b here and in the ARORA-MODIFY procedure and the �nal quadtree dissectionmay use a di�erent value for b. We, however, just run itfor this value of b and note that the resulting graph willbe 2r-light with respect to that quadtree with any shiftb0. This follows from the fact that any line segment ina quadtree with vertical shift b0 overlaps at most 2 linesegments for a quadtree with vertical shift b, i.e.:DocNumber 11 . 2. 2. 2



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesLemma 20 Applying ARORA-MODIFY to produce anr-light graph with respect to the set of vertical linesin a quadtree dissection with shift (a; b) will produce agraph that is 2r-light with respect to the vertical linesin a quadtree dissection with shift (a; b0) for any b0 2f�L=2; L=2g.2.2.3 How to �nd an approximately best 2-dimensionalquadtree shiftAlgorithm. First we choose an arbitrary vertical shift b.Assuming this, we use the procedure of lemma 19 to �ndan approximately best horizontal shift a. We then applyARORA-MODIFY to the graph and the vertical lines ofthe quadtree with shift (a; b) to get the modi�ed graphG0. We then use lemma 19 to �nd an approximatelybest vertical shift b0 for G0, now assuming the horizontalshift a is �xed. Finally, by applying ARORA-MODIFYto the horizontal quadtree lines using shift (a; b0), we getour �nal graph G00.Analysis. By lemmas 19 and 20, G0 will be 2r-light forthe vertical lines (for any horizontal shift b). Also:Lemma 21 The number of crossings between edges inG0 and the horizontal lines is at most the number ofcrossings between edges in G and the horizontal lines plus2q=(r � �) times the number of crossings between edgesin G and the vertical lines.Proof: Each application of a patching procedure on agraph and a vertical line segment introduces at most 2qcrossings between the resulting graph and a horizontalline segment. The lemma follows by noticing that thetotal number of applications of a patching lemma dur-ing the application of ARORA-MODIFY to all of thevertical lines is bounded by 1=(r � �) times the numberof crossings between the original graph and the verticallines. 2The lemma implies that for large enough r the numberof crossings of G0 with horizontal lines is approximatelythe same as the number of crossings between G and thehorizontal lines.We claim G00 is r-light with respect to the horizontalline segments of a quadtree with shift (a; b0) by analogywith lemma 19.The �nal patching to get G00 (which is done with com-pletely known shifts in all dimensions) may have intro-duced up to 4q extra crossings on vertical line segmentsby an argument similar to the argument at the end ofthe proof of theorem 10.By lemma 20, G0 was 2r-light with respect to the ver-tical line segments in the shifted quadtree. Thus, G00 is2r+4q-light with respect to the shifted quadtree. More-over, the total length of G00 is at most (1+O(1=r))2, i.e.1 +O(1=r), times the length of G by lemma 19.Theorem 22 Given a 2D graph G, a shift (a; b) canbe found deterministically that can be used with theARORA-MODIFY and a patching procedure to producean m-light graph G0 such that the length of G0 is at most1 +O(g=(m+ 1� �)) times the length of G.

The running time is O(C logL) for the calls of ourprocedure on single lines and O(L logL) for all of theother calls. That is (by lemma 7), it is O(N logN) totalfor a graph that obeys the Rounding Assumption.2.3 A faster randomized (but Monte Carlo) algorithmWe can prove the following theorem by combining ourstructure theorem 10 for spanners with the same theorembut for TSTs:Theorem 23 For a quadtree dissection with a randomshift, with probability 1=2, there is a spanner graph Gdrawn in the plane that contains an (1+1=s)-approximateTST tour, �, where� G crosses any square boundary at most O(sO(1))times,� � only crosses any square boundary at most O(s)times.With this theorem, we can modify our previous dy-namic program to only enumerate tables for subtoursthat cross out of squares at most O(s) times as a sub-set of O(sO(1)) possible places. Since there are sO(s)such subsets, this leads to an running time bound forthe dynamic programming that is sO(s)N . This shouldbe compared with our deterministic bound which fea-tures behavior like 2sO(1)N , or to Arora's result which is(s logN)O(s)N .3 Higher DimensionsWe sketch the di�erences one needs to extend our ap-proach to higher dimensions.3.1 TheoremsThe Rounding Assumption, Perturbation Lemma 3,\Relevance" de�nition 6, Lemma 7 bounding quadtree-G crossings, and de�nition 8 of \r-light" and \r-vapid"already have been stated in a form valid for general d.The de�nition 4 of \t(G; l)" is readily generalizedto \t(G;H)" where H is now a (d � 1)-dimensionalbox (mutual boundary of two d-boxes) rather than a1-dimensional line segment (mutual boundary of twosquares). Similarly lemma 5 remains valid in d dimen-sions if we replace \l" with \H" everywhere and sumover all d coordinate directions instead of 2.We generalize the notion of a patching procedure asfollows:De�nition 24 A (g; �)-patching procedure for a graphG in <d and a d � 1 dimensional hypercube H of side-length L forms a graph G0 which crosses H only � timesand `(G0) � `(G) + gk1�1=(d�1)L; (21)where k is the number of times edges in G crossed H.DocNumber 12 . 3. 1. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesWhy are patching procedures going to exist, for graphssuch as TST, SMT, and spanners, which meet this de�-nition?Consider the following patching procedure for span-ners in <d. Suppose k edges of G that intersect a d� 1dimensional hypercube of sidelength L. We assume thatno node is contained in the d� 1 dimensional hypercube(since we could use quadtree planes that are o� by anin�nitesimal amount from the integral grid containingthe nodes). Consider the k points that are intersectionpoints of edges in G with H . We take the MST of thesepoints in H . Then, we patch by making two copies ofthis MST, one in�nitesimally to the left of the plane andone to the right, and adding a single in�nitesimal lengthedge between the two MST copies. (Algorithmically, wemay use (1 + �)-approximate MSTs as in x1.7.)We could also de�ne a \(g; �; q)-patching procedure"by allowing, e.g. at most q traversals of any G-edge (forexample, our TST will use a modi�ed spanner edge atmost twice).Lemma 25 If d � 3 and N � 2d�1, then the above is a(6pd; 1)-patching procedure for any graph G in d-space.Proof. This follows from lemma 26. 2Lemma 26 (MSTs in cubes are short) The MST ofN sites in (or on the surface of) a unit d-hypercube haslength < d3=2d�1N1�1=d(1�N�1=d)�1.Proof. (Cf. lemma 35.) Rescale the cube to have side1�N�1=d. Then by considering their d-volume, we seethat it then is impossible for cubes centered at the sitesand of side N�1=d all to be disjoint. Hence, at least onesite has a neighbor within distance pdN�1=d. Draw theedge between these two closest neighbor sites and thenmentally remove one of them. Now continue recursivelyto draw a spanning tree of the remaining N � 1 sites.The total length of the spanning tree we construct will be� pdPNm=1m�1=d, which is < d3=2d�1N1�1=d. Rescaling,we get the stated bound. 2Lemma 13 is unchanged, and lemma 14 holds trivially.We now claim that our proof (see also Arora's proofin [1]) of theorem 10 generalizes to <d to yieldTheorem 27 Given a graph G on a grid, a (g; �)-patching procedure for the graph and line segments in <d,an integer r with r � �, and a quadtree dissection witha random shift (a1; : : : ; ad), then one can use a sequenceof patching procedure calls to produce an r-light graph G0that is at mostexp 4gpdr + 1� � [r + 1]1�1=(d�1)! (22)times longer (in expectation) than G. If d, g, and � areregarded as �xed while r is allowed to vary, this is just1 +O(r�1=(d�1)), achieved with probability � 1=2.

Proof sketch18. We'll only outline the di�erences be-tween the 2D proof (theorem 10) and the present proofvalid for general d � 2.The ARORA-MODIFY algorithm needs to changeby changing \vertical lines l" to \vertical hyperplanesH" and by changing \the segment of l between they-coordinates ..." to \any quadtree subbox of side-length 2�jL." Inequality (16) remains valid except that\t(G; l)" changes to \t(G;H)." The development up toinequality (19) changes only by the insertion of factorsof C1�1=(d�1)p on various right hand sides, where Cp isthe number of crossings being eliminated during the pthcall to the patching procedure.Hence it is important to bound the average value ofC1�1=(d�1)p , averaged over p and also with a later outeraveraging over which vertical quadtree hyperplane H itis. Let C be the total number of crossings of G over H .Clearly an upper bound on the average value ofC1�1=(d�1)p is C times the average value of C�1=(d�1)p .Now use the fact that x�1=(d�1) is a concave-up and de-creasing function of x if d � 2 to see that our upperbound would be maximized, subject to the constraintsthat Pp(Cp � �) � C and Cp � r+1, if Cp were alwaysidentically equal to r + 1.The outer average value of C may be bounded bylemma 5, and this, when d = 2, had already been donewhen deriving inequality (19).As a consequence of this, we �nally see that the con-cluding upper bound on `(G0) � `(G) (that is, the righthand side of inequality 19) is still valid in d dimensionsif we multiply it by (r + 1)1�1=(d�1).We then continue to follow the proof of theorem 10using the \stronger response" to the \quibble" and ig-noring the weaker one, and noting that we get a factorof d rather than 2 since there are now d coordinates, ofwhich the vertical one is just 1. 2We then getTheorem 28 Given a traveling salesman problem ona grid, and a quadtree dissection with random shift(a1; : : : ; ad), then with probability 1=2, one can �nd anO(spd)d�1)-light graph G that is guaranteed to containa TST that has cost 1+1=s times the cost of an optimalTST.The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof oftheorem 15.3.2 Randomized AlgorithmsSo, one now can assume that one only needs to �nd aTST in a modi�ed spanner graph G0 where G0 is r =O((spd)d�1)-light.Optimal TST's can be found in such graphs in O(r)rNtime and space by dynamic programming just as in x2.1or [1].18Not surprisingly, this generalization of our proof of theorem10 to general d is similar to Arora [1]'s section 2.3 generalizing hisproof.DocNumber 13 . 3. 3. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemes3.3 DerandomizationThe derandomization procedure is similar to the proce-dure of x2.2 but with \line" changed to \hyperplanes"and one needs to process more dimensions. The primarytechnical di�erence is in the generalization of lemma 20.For higher dimensions, we use the generalization below.Lemma 29 Applying ARORA-MODIFY to produce anr-light graph with respect to the set of vertical lines ina quadtree dissection with shift (a1; : : : ; ad) will producea graph that is 2dr-light with respect to the hyperplanesin a quadtree dissection with shift (a; a02; : : : a0d) for anyfa02; : : : ; a0dg 2 f�L=2; L=2gd�1.With this lemma, the derandomization procedure andits analysis proceeds in an analogous manner with thatof section 2.2.3.4 Faster Randomized (but Monte Carlo) AlgorithmsSection 2.3 developed a Monte Carlo algorithm for �nd-ing TST's that is based on combining our structure the-orem for spanners and (Arora's) structure theorem forTST's in the plane. Since analogous version of boththeorems apply in higher dimensions, one can develop aMonte Carlo algorithm for higher dimensions whose be-havior with respect to s is no worse than Arora's whilemaintaining our improved dependence on N . In thiscase, however, the di�erences in running time are per-haps less clear.4 Extension to other graphs besides TSTOur spanner-based TST methods do not extend imme-diately to SMTs because SMTs include extra (Steiner)points as vertices, and these extra vertices are not ver-tices of a spanner!They also don't extend immediately to such graphs asMM, M2M, and EC, because these graphs can be hugely(i.e. more than a constant factor) shorter than the MSTand hence any spanner. Thus step 4 of our TST al-gorithm, which modi�es the spanner graph to make it\r-vapid," could immediately kill us by introducing ex-tra length which, while bounded by a small constanttimes the length of the spanner, still is hugely greaterthan the length of the graph we are trying to approx-imate! Another problem is the \rounding coordinatesto integers" pre-perturbation step 1 of the TST algo-rithm, which was needed to keep the quadtree O(logN)levels deep. Because MM could (say) have total lengthN�17 � `(MST ), rounding all coordinates to make thesites lie on an O(N2)�O(N2) grid would not be wise.However, we will now demonstrate how to get aroundthese obstacles in the cases of SMT, RSMT, EC, andM2M. (We still don't know how to avoid them and geta (1 + �) approximation algorithm for MM. However, inx4.4 we'll show how to get a Monte Carlo algorithm to ap-proximateMM to within a factor of 2O(pd) in O(N logN)time.)

For SMT, the idea is to replace the spanner graph onour point set, by a \banyan." This required discoveringseveral new facts about SMTs (of independent interest)and indeed the discovery of banyans themselves.For EC and M2M, we replace the spanner graph by adi�erent graph G which is only a constant factor longerthan EC or M2M but still has the distance approximationand patching properties we need. Our usual algorithmicmachinery then grinds on merrily but using this graphinstead. Rounding di�culties are avoided by treatingeach connected component C of G as an independentsubproblem. Since (as we will show) the part of EC orM2M whose vertices lie in C has length of the same orderas C itself, the usual rounding procedures applied to eachsubproblem will su�ce.For MM, the idea is to avoid modifying the spannerto make it r-light. Then we �nd the best 1-light or 1-vapid OVS (a graph related to MM) inside the spannerby dynamic programming { which we can still do e�-ciently, because the number of subproblems arising inthe dynamic programming is only O(N) due to its 1-lightness. This idea can be applied, more generally, to�nd the best 1-light subgraphs of all kinds inside a span-ner; and thanks to the fact that our version (theorem 10)of Arora's structure theorem allows 1-lightness, it willyield constant factor approximation in �xed dimension.4.1 BanyansO(N logN) algorithm for constructing a (1 + �)-banyan of N sites in d-space. (See �gure 2.)1. Find a (1 +O(�))-spanner graph as in x6.2. Circumscribe a d-sphere about each spanner edge.3. Expand all these d-spheres about their centers by afactor �d=� (�d is a constant depending only on d).We now have (d=�)O(d)N d-spheres.4. In each such d-sphere of radius r, place a grid ofnew points, with grid spacing ��2d �2r. This yieldsa point set with �2dd (d=�)O(d)N \Steiner candidate"points.5. Finally, output a (1 + O(�)) spanner of both theoriginal sites and the Steiner candidate points.Theorem 30 (Banyan theorem) Let 0 < � < 1. If�d is a su�ciently large (it will su�ce if �d = dO(d)and if �2 = 303) then the graph described above is a(1 + �)-banyan. If d and � are �xed: The algorithm de-scribed above runs19 in O(N logN) time and consumesO(N) space. And if the spanners used in the algorithmhave bounded valencies and are at most a constant factorlonger than the SMT of their vertices, then the banyan19More precisely the time is (d=�)O(d)dO(d2)N + O(dN logN)and the space is (d=�)O(d)dO(d2)N . With �d = dO(d) the banyanis dO(d2)��O(d) times longer than the SMT.DocNumber 14 . 4. 1. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemes
Before                            AfterFigure 2: Conversion of a spanner edge into a set ofBanyan points. The circle has radius �dL=� where L isthe length of the edge. The grid has spacing �L=�d.produced will also have bounded valencies and will be atmost a constant factor longer than the SMT of the sites.Theorem 30 will be proven in 2D in the next subsec-tion, and in full generality in the one after. (For proper-ties of spanner graphs and runtime analysis for spanner�nding algorithms, see x6.)Remarks.(i) It is also possible to force the banyan to have smallgraphical diameter. See [2].(ii) One reason it is amazing that a (1 + �)-banyanrequires only a linear number of Steiner points if � > 0,is that a 1-banyan apparently could require as many asN2N of them for the \ladder" 2D site set: a 2� (N +1)grid. (A 1-banyan necessarily includes the union of theSteiner minimum trees for all the site subsets.)4.2 Steiner minimal trees (SMT and RSMT) in 2DAssuming one accepts theorem 30, the rest is easy.Corollary 31 Selecting the Steiner points of an SMT of(any subset of) our sites solely from our O(N) \Steinercandidates" (and the edges of our SMT purely from thebanyan edges) will cause the SMT length to increase atmost by a fraction (1 + �).And our usual algorithmic approaches starting withthe banyan instead of a spanner will generate an O(1+�)-optimal 2D SMT. (We leave the precise formulation ofthe appropriate patching lemmas and subproblem de�ni-tions in the dynamic programming, to the reader.) Ad-mittedly there will be a extra factor of ��O(1) in our timeand space bounds as compared to our algorithm for 2DTST, but that is all.In the discussion below, we will use \sites" to denoteoriginal sites, i.e. the input of the problem; and \Steinerpoints" (we will always use \points" not \sites") to de-note extra vertices of the SMT which are not inputs. Thisconvention will be so important for the reader's compre-hension that we enshrine it as a \de�nition:"De�nition 32 \Steiner points" are vertices of the SMTthat are not members of the original set of N \sites."

Proof of theorem 30 in 2D. We �rst remark thatwe don't need to prove theorem 30 for any site subset,merely the whole set, because it is obvious that, e.g., at-spanner for the whole set is a t-spanner for any subset,so our construction algorithm obviously produces some-thing that has the same properties for any subset of thesites, as it has for the whole set.The proof will ultimately turn on a fairly complicatedcase analysis. But before we can reach that point, wewill prepare the ground by an escalating sequence of sub-claims. We begin with some well known and easy factsabout SMTs.Fact 0: SMT is a tree. In any metric space, its length`(SMT ) obeys 12`(MST ) < `(SMT ) � `(MST ). Thelength of the SMT of any site subset does not exceed thelength of the SMT of the full set20.Fact 1: Every steiner point s of SMT has valence3 and the 3 SMT edges meeting s lie in a 2D plane (nomatter how many dimensions we are in) and have mutualangles 120�.Fact 2: If there are N sites, then there are at mostN � 2 Steiner points in the SMT and at most 2N � 3SMT edges.Fact 3: No two coterminous edges of SMT meet at anangle of < 120�. Every SMT vertex has valence� 3.Fact 4: Two edges of SMT intersect only at a commonendpoint.Fact 5: (Empty lune property; also true for MST)If AB is an SMT edge, then the \lune" of that edgeis the intersection of the two open balls of radius ABwith centers A and B. This lune does not contain anyportion of any edge of the SMT (except for the edge ABof course).Fact 6: (120� Wedge property; only valid when d = 2)If s is a Steiner point of the SMT then in any closed 120�wedge with apex s, there exists a site v, and there is anSMT path sv which lies entirely inside the wedge.Fact 7: (MST property) If AB is an SMT edge whereA and B are sites, then AB is an MST edge.The above facts 0-7 were shown in [20]. All of themare valid in general dimension except for fact 6.Lemma 33 (Hexagon property; d = 2 only) Let ABbe an SMT edge. Suppose that if you walk along a pathof SMT edges starting from A (or from B) for at most3 edges or until you encounter a site (whichever comes�rst), then each SMT edge you encounter has length �L. Then: the closed regular hexagon HA of side L (andhence diameter 2L) which has a corner at A, and whichdoes not contain the line segment AB, but, if AB wereextended into an in�nite line, such that this line wouldsplit HA exactly in half, contains a site VA attached to Aby an SMT path lying entirely inside HA (this site couldbe A itself). Similarly HB contains a regular site VB .Proof of Hexagon property: It is almost the same asthe proof of lemma 3 (page 841) of [19], but we include20MST does not have this property.DocNumber 15 . 4. 2. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesit here for completeness. Refer to �gure 3 in which ABand all the hexagon sides are � L in length and AB isvertical. Then a 120� wedge (as shown, dashed) mustexist containing a site VA (by fact 6) connected by anSMT path to its apex; and VA must lie inside hexagonHA due to fact 4. 2
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Figure 3: Proof of the hexagon property. 120� wedge Wmust include a site connected to q by a path containedentirely inside it. All SMT edges shown are � L long;the regular hexagon sides are L.Lemma 34 (Spanner path property) Let X and Ybe two sites. Suppose that if some SMT edge, of lengthl, were removed from the SMT, then X and Y would bein di�erent connected components of the resulting graph.Then: it is impossible for a path from X to Y , consistingentirely of intersite line segments shorter than l, to exist.Proof. Removing the SMT edge and replacing it withsome line segment in the XY path, would yield a con-necting network shorter than the SMT, contradicting itsminimality. 2We now proceed with the proof of theorem 30 in 2Dwith �2 = 303.Suppose AB is an SMT edge with length L, and letM denote the midpoint of this edge.If AB is an MST edge, i.e., if both A and B are sites,theorem 30 is proven since AB must be in the spanner(or a path closely approximating it). So assume A isSteiner.If some SMT edge attached to A via a path � 3 SMTedges long is longer than 50L=� then it does not matterwhere A is. More precisely, we need only worry aboutthe long edge and not about the short edges such asAB because we could just collapse AB (or replace it by

part of some MST) and this won't make any di�erenceto the approximation properties of our SMT. And so onrecursively in fact { if the new much longer SMT edge, atmost 3 edges away, that we have just mentally \jumped"to has a much longer (still) SMT edge near it, we continuejumping until we reach an edge e without a hugely longerSMT edge at most 3 edges away, and then all we needdo is get its two endpoints placed accurately (to withinO(�`(e))) to get a good SMT. We need only analyze such\locally long" SMT edges because the other SMT edgescan be ignored and the cost of ignoring them amortizedinto the analysis of their nearby locally long edge.So assume all the edges attached to A via a path � 3SMT edges long are shorter than 50L=�.Then by the hexagon property, there must exist twosites VA and VB in the two regular hexagons HA, HBrespectively of side 50L=�. These two sites are separatedby distance S where L < S � L+ 200L=�.Now consider the sites, and the edges of the SMT, andspanner, lying within a ball Q of diameterD = (1 + �=2)S = 101L+ 200L=�+ �L=2: (23)centered at M . (See �gure 4.) Ignore everything outsideQ.
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Figure 4: Proof of banyan construction's approximationproperty in 2D.By lemma 34 VA and VB are not interconnected by apath consisting entirely of \tiny" (that is, length < L)spanner edges all lying inside Q.Hence case 1 or 2 below must hold.Case 1: VA and VB are connected by a spanner pathcontaining a big (i.e. length� L) spanner edge some-where in Q. In this case theorem 30 is proven because asphere circumscribed about this edge and then expandedby a factor D=L + 1 contains A and B, hence the gridpoints in our Banyan construction algorithm arising fromthis spanner edge (with grid spacing �=(D=L+1); or in-deed even using spacing 1:4� would su�ce, even less ifDocNumber 16 . 4. 2. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesthe grid were triangular) will su�ce to approximate Aand B.Case 2. They are not connected at all. In this case,our \spanner" could not really be a spanner because thespanner path from A to B would have to go outside Qat some point, causing this path to be too long for thespanner distance-approximation property to hold. Thiswould establish the theorem by contradiction.Theorem 30 is now established in 2D with �2 = (D=L+1)� = 200 + 102� + �2=2, i.e., if � � 1 then �2 = 302:5su�ces, and for all su�ciently small � it su�ces if �2 =201. 24.2.1 RSMTsTo extend our 2D SMT result to work for RSMT in 2D,we need an analog of the hexagon property (lemma 33);and that requires also an analog of the 120� wedge prop-erty. If instead of the 120� wedge property we merely hada 179� property (any constant angle below 180� woulddo), that would still su�ce. But we don't have even this.However, for sites in general position the RSMT has allSteiner valencies 3 or 4, and every angle at a Steinerpoint (or a site with valency� 2) is < 180�. Arbitrarilyclose approaches to 180� can occur, indeed exactly 180�is possible for points not in general position. We there-fore, for (1 + �) approximation, restrict our attention toRSMTs drawn with sloped lines (but their length is mea-sured in the L1 metric) with all angles < 180 � ��. Inthat case we get a 180� �� wedge property and a rathergiant analog of the hexagon property (we lose anotherfactor or two of � here!) and the rest of the argumentfollows, although perhaps one or two factors of � weaker.4.2.2 SMTs in higher dimensions than 2The key ingredient in our 2D proof of theorem 30 was thehexagon property, lemma 33. Unfortunately, our proofof the hexagon property is inherently 2-dimensional, de-pending not only on the 120� wedge property, but alsoon the \hemming in" quality of fact 4 in the plane.After much e�ort we were indeed able to generalizethe hexagon property to allow d � 3, obtaining a verycomplicated proof of a very weak version of the banyantheorem, but one which proved a lot of independentlyinteresting properties of SMTs along the way. But thenlater we were able to simplify and strengthen the proofdrastically { presented below. Unfortunately the sim-pli�ed proof no longer needs the independently interest-ing SMT properties, including the generalized hexagonproperty21. We �rst need the following two lemmas.Lemma 35 (MSTs in balls are short) The MST ofN sites in (or on the surface of) a unit ball in d-spacehas length < 2dd�1N1�1=d(1 �N�1=d)�1. If N � 2d andd � 2, this is < 8N1�1=d.21To prevent it from being totally lost, we mention: Claim: Ifthere is a d-sphere with an SMT edge e1 piercing its surface radiallythen either the sphere (i) contains a site, (ii) contains > p Steinerpoints, (iii) the SMT contains a path, whose distance to the spherecenter is monotonically decreasing, from e1 to a point at distance< p1� 4�p radii from the sphere center.

Proof. (Cf. lemma 26.) Rescale the unit ball to haveradius 1�N�1=d. By considering their d-volume, we seethat it is impossible for balls centered at the sites andof radius N�1=d all to be disjoint. Hence, at least onesite has a neighbor within distance 2N�1=d. Draw theedge between these two closest neighbor sites and thenmentally remove one of them. Now continue recursivelyto draw a spanning tree of the remaining N � 1 sites.The total length of the spanning tree we construct willbe � 2PNm=1m�1=d, which is < 2dd�1N1�1=d. Rescaling,we get the stated bound. 2Lemma 36 (Empty ball lemma) Let there be twoconcentric d-balls, the outer one Bo of radius 1 and theinner one Bi of radius r, 0 < r < 1. For any SMT: ifBo is empty of sites, then Bi contains s = dO(d) Steinerpoints, where the \O" applies in the regime where r is�xed22 and d � 2 is unbounded.More is true. Let there be an SMT Z of some sites.The number of Steiner points s of any connected com-ponent Y of Z \ Bi obeys s = dO(d) if r is �xed unlessBo contains at least d
(d) sites, each connected to Y bydisjoint SMT paths of length d�
(d)(1� r) and lying en-tirely inside Bo. [Also, if d is �xed while r ! 1�, thens = 22O(1=(1�r)) .]Proof. Suppose Bo contains M sites, M = do(d). Ifs � 6M , we are done, so suppose not. Consider theportion T of the SMT contained in Bo and connected(by a path lying wholly within Bo) to Y .By facts 1 and 3, T has N � s� 3M +2 \leaves," i.e.places where it touches @Bo. Hence its length is at least(1 � r)(s + 2 � 3M), which exceeds (1 � r)s=2. Then(1 � r)s < 16N1�1=d since the SMT of these N + Msites, M < N , has length < 16N1�1=d by lemma 35, as-suming N +M � 2d. (If N +M < 2d, we are done.)Choose � > 0. If we make a sequence of d log logNconcentric balls with gaps of size d�1�= log logN be-tween them, then we see by applying the preceding in-equality one time at each layer, that our innermost ballwill have radius 1 � � and it will have at most order(��1d log logN)d points at which T crosses its surface. Infact, choose � = 1= log logN . Then the number of cross-ings of the surface of the ball of radius 1 � 1= log logNwill be O(dd(log logN)2d). Now, repeat this argumentorder log�N times, which will su�ce to get N down to aconstant (more precisely, dO(d)). The �nal result is thatin the ball of radius q = 1� O(log�N= log logN), thereare at most dO(d) Steiner points!Now to prove the sentence enclosed in square brackets(which is so enclosed because we will never use it): Ifwe now allow r to vary, there are two cases. If r < q,22When d = 2 and r, 0 < r < 1, is allowed to vary, it is easy tosee that s+ 2 < 2�=(1 � r) since the SMT of s+ 2 sites on a unitcircle has length < 2�. On the other hand, Marcus Brazil showedus a construction in which s > j log10(1 � r)j. Brazil constructedan SMT in the plane for N sites, none of which were in a regularhexagon H, but having N � 2 Steiner points, all of which were inH; and a modi�cation of it also works if H is a circle instead of aregular hexagon.DocNumber 17 . 4. 2. 2



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemeswhich will happen if N > 22O(1=(1�r)) , the result follows.Otherwise, we may just use s � N � 2. 2Proof of theorem 30 for all d � 2:Let the SMT consist of edge AB, of length L, andsubtrees SMTA and SMTB into which it would be splitby the removal of AB. SMTA of course is the SMT of Aand all the sites in SMTA and hence any theorems aboutSMTs generally may be applied to it, since it is an SMT;similarly for SMTB .Draw three concentric balls B1, B2, and B2 aroundM , the midpoint of SMT edge AB, of respective radii1R, 2R, and 3R.It will su�ce (except for problems arising from \over-charging;" see the end of the proof) if R = 
(d log d)L=�.Explore SMTA outward from A up to k edges out,k = 
(d log d); denote the resulting portion of SMTA by\EA."We may assume EA lies entirely inside B2 since oth-erwise a \long edge," of length � 2R=k, must exist in it,and we are done since we can amortize the approxima-tion error of ignoring AB by charging it to the long edge(The overcharging factor is bounded by � 2k = dO(d)).Case 1. EA has no sites. If so, then it must contain a\long edge," of length � R=k, in order for it to get out ofB1. It must get out of the B1 since B1 contains at mostdO(d) Steiner points by the empty ball lemma appliedto B1 and B2, and 2k > dO(d), { unless B2 is containssome site connected to EA by an SMTA path, see case2. Hence we can again amortize the approximation errorof ignoring AB by charging it to the long edge.Case 2. SMTA contains a site lying inside B2. If so,then (applying the same argument to B) we concludethat there must exist sites VA and VB , both inside B2,in SMTA and SMTB respectively.Case 2a. Then if dist(VA; VB) < L, we get a contra-diction by lemma 34. Indeed if there is a spanner pathfrom VA to VB consisting entirely of edges shorter thanL, lemma 34 yields a contradiction.Case 2b. Hence the shortest spanner path from VA toVB must either contain an edge longer than L, orCase 2c. It must go outside B3.In case 2b, we are done because the banyan pointsarising from the longer than L spanner edges in B3 su�ceto approximate the locations of A and B.In case 2c, we obtain a contradiction with the spannerdistance approximation property for the path VAVB .Unfortunately we lost a factor of order 2k in our\charging" arguments, which we need to compensate forby making R a factor 2k larger (equivalently � a factor2k smaller, or equivalently using �d = dO(d)) which we'vedone in the theorem statement. 2The result is:Theorem 37 We have an algorithm for �nding (1 +1=s)-approximate SMTs and RSMTs for N sites ind-space which runs in the same amount of time andspace as our (1 + 1=s)-approximate TST algorithm ons2ddO(d2)N sites. This is O(N logN) time and O(N)space if d and s are held �xed.

Remark. The proof above is readily generalized tohold for RSMTs instead of SMTs (e.g. prove a lemmasaying RSMTs in L1 balls are short, etc.).Remark. Notice that our banyan construction hasdO(d2)N edges, as opposed to spanners, which requireonly dO(d)N . We do not know if this increase is necessary.Notice that this does not hurt our SMT and RSMT timeand space bounds because they already depended doublyexponentially on d, compared to which a factor dO(d2) isinsigni�cant.4.3 Minimum edge cover (EC) and 2-matching (M2M)The LP dual [8] of the LP formulation of the M2Mproblem (cf. [30]), is the problem of �nding a non-negative real weight wv associated with every site v, suchthat wa + wb � dist(a; b) when a 6= b, and maximizingW =Pv wv .At optimality, W will be the total length of M2M andthe inequalities on wa+wb will be tight exactly when abis an M2M edge.We may interpret this geometrically as follows. Regardwa as the radius of a ball centered at a. The inequalitieson wa + wb cause all these balls to be interior-disjoint.Two balls are tangent i� their centers are joined by anM2M edge.Now clearly the largest a ball could possibly be is thedistance to its center's nearest neighbor. HenceLemma 38 SOI is a supergraph of M2M.The SOI graph is computable in O(dO(d)N logN) time(x1.1). Now consider the connected components of theSOI graph, and for each, consider the MST of its vertices.Lemma 39 The total length `(F ) of the resulting forestF obeys `(M2M) � 2`(F ) � 2O(d)`(M2M): (24)Proof. Draw a cycle traversing each each of each treein the forest twice, and this is a perhaps non-minimal2-matching. Hence `M2M � 2`(F ). On the other hand,no edge ab in F is longer than the distance from a toits nearest neighbor, plus the distance from b to its, andclearly every edge in M2M must be at least as long asthe distance from either endpoint to its nearest neighbor.Since the valency of any site in an MST is 2O(d), theresult follows. 2So, since the (1 + 1=s)-spanners of Arya et al. (seex6) are � (sd)O(d) times longer than the MST of theirvertices, we conclude that we can use the union of thespanners of the vertex sets of the connected componentsof the SOI graph in our TST algorithm, instead of thefull spanner graph of all the sites.Similarly,Lemma 40 EC is a subgraph of the \ANN�2" graph inwhich every site x is joined by an edge to each site withindistance 2 times the distance to x's nearest neighbor.DocNumber 18 . 4. 3. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesProof. If some edge ab of EC were over twice as longas the either a or b's nearest neighbor distance, then getrid of it and replace it with the two nearest neighbordistances. 2The ANN�2 graph has 2O(d)N edges23 and is com-putable in dO(d)N logN steps using a variant of Vaidya'sall nearest neighbor algorithm [43]. Again we may usespanners of its connected components.In any metric space the EC graph consists of a unionof disjoint single edges and \L's" (2-edge paths). (Proof:if there were a (� 3)-edge path in EC, you could removethe middle edge. If there were a (� 3)-valent vertexyou could remove 2 of its edges and join the 2 neighborsdirectly.) Also in any metric space, a version of EC, callit \EC�," permitting Steiner points (that is, EC� is theshortest forest in which every site has valency� 1 andevery Steiner point has valency � 2) is a union of disjointsingle edges, 2-edge paths, and 3-edge stars whose central3-valent vertex is Steiner. So now obviously, both EC andEC� are approximable to within 1+� using our methods.(Because of its simple structure, it isn't necessary to usebanyans to approximate EC�. That would be \overkill."Merely altering the subproblem combining algorithm inthe quadtree dynamic programming should su�ce.)Incidentally, our TST algorithm actually gets slightlyfaster when we turn it into a EC or M2M algorithm,because the number of possible \boundary conditions"on subproblems with r points where we are allowed tocross the boundary, becomes 2O(r) instead of rO(r).Theorem 41 We have algorithms for �nding (1+1=s)-approximate EC, EC�, and M2M for N sites in d-spacewhich run in Monte Carlo time2O(d(pds)d�1)N +O(dN logN) (25)and space (sd)O(d)N + 2O(d(pds)d�1) logN (26)or Las Vegas time(sd)O(sd)N +O(dN logN); (27)or deterministic time (8) and space (9).4.4 An O(N logN)-time Monte Carlo algorithm to �ndan expO(d1=2)-approximate Minimum Matching4.4.1 Even Forest heuristicWe will �rst show how to produce an � N=2-ratio ap-proximation to the minimum matching in O(N logN)(deterministic) time.The \even forest" heuristic for approximateminimum matchings in any metric space1. Find the MST of your N sites.23Same proof as in footnote 10 for the SOI graph.

2. Call an MST edge \odd-odd" if its removal woulddivide the MST into an A-node tree and a B-nodetree with A and B both odd. Get rid of all the MSTedges except for the odd-odd ones.3. The result is a forest \EF." Every tree in EF has aneven number of nodes.4. For each tree in EF, �nd a tour that goes \around"the tree and then pick the smaller of the two match-ings inside the tour, and \shortcut" it by straight-ening bent paths. This is a matching whose lengthis shorter than the length of EF. (Possible modi�ca-tion: if the tree is of small enough cardinality, say� 8, use the exact min matching of its vertices.)Lemma 42 Every tree in EF has an even number ofnodes and every vertex in EF has an odd valence. EF isthe unique odd-valent subgraph of MST. EF is also theunique minimal length and minimal edge-count forest inwhich all trees are even.Proof. (1) All valencies odd implies number of ver-tices even since 2 times the number of edges is sum ofvalencies in any graph { so the sum must have an evennumber of terms. (2) All trees are even is proven recur-sively or inductively. (3) All valencies are odd is impliedby all tree cardinalities are even because if an even va-lence existed at some vertex v then the tree that it wasin, would have to contain as subtrees when v removed,at least one whose cardinality was even. But then thatedge would have been zapped. (4) Uniqueness is be-cause no odd-odd edge may be removed from MST oth-erwise an odd tree would be forced. Now if any even-evenedge were kept, that would cause non-minimality; also itwould cause some valency to become even. 2Theorem 43̀(MM) � `(EF ) � N2 `(MM): (28)The right hand inequality is valid with any set of posi-tive distances. The left hand one is valid in any metricspace (i.e. in which the distances satisfy the triangle in-equality so that \shortcutting" makes sense). The upperbound may be approached arbitrarily closely even in theEuclidean plane.Proof. Clearly `(MM) � `(EF ) by step 4 of the al-gorithm which converts EF into a (perhaps non-optimal)matching shorter than it.The fact that EF is at most N=2 times longer thanMM is proven as follows. Minimum weight matchingis a constrained minimization problem, with one of theconstraints being that at least one edge of the matchingmust cross every \odd cut" C. (That is, C is the edgesij for i 2 S and j 2 S where jSj is odd.) If we onlyconsider a subset of the constraints, `(MM) does notincrease. So just consider the odd cuts correspondingto the odd-odd edges of the MST and the site-subsetsDocNumber 19 . 4. 4. 1



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesthey induce by their removal from MST. Since each MSTedge is the shortest edge crossing its cut (easily provenby contradiction), and it is impossible for an edge tobe \re-used" more than N=2 times (i.e. a single edgecrossing K cuts would be a re-use factor of K) becausethe maximum number of odd-odd edges on a single pathin the MST is N=2 (as may be proven by induction onN), `(EF ) � N2 `(MM) follows.Finally, to see that ratios arbitrarily close to N=2 areachievable, consider N points (N even) placed on N=2of the edges of a regular (N=2 + 1)-gon, with 2 pointsper edge: 1 near each endpoint. In that case the MSTis just a path along the (N=2 + 1)-gon boundary whichhas a gap at its unrepresented edge. EF consists of N=2line segments each only slightly shorter than a gon-edge.This would be the matching the EF heuristic would re-turn. However, the optimal matching is almost N=2times shorter and consists of one longer line segmenton the unrepresented gon-edge, plus N=2 � 1 tiny linesegments near the gon-vertices. (See �gure 5.)2
Figure 5: Bad case for \EF" matching heuristic. Thematching on the left is produced by the heuristic; theone on the right is optimal.Notice that we may obtain a (1+�)N=2-approximationof MM in dO(d)N logN time and dO(d)N space by use ofthe EF algorithm in the metric space of path-distancesin a (1 + �)-spanner.4.4.2 Monte Carlo algorithmAlgorithm1. Find a 1:5-spanner S in dO(d)N logN time anddO(d)N space.2. Find the MST inside S in dO(d)N time.3. Find an 0:75N -approximation to MM by applyingthe EF heuristic (x4.4.1).4. Let A be a number such that `(MM) � A �0:75N`(MM).5. Get rid of all the spanner edges which are longerthan A.6. Regard all the nodes from the connected compo-nents Si of the resulting subgraph of S as indepen-dent matching subproblems. For each such subprob-lem i

(a) Let the total length of the EF\Si be Li. Per-turb all Si's nodes to lie on a grid with spacingLi=N .(b) Find a 1:5-spanner of these perturbed nodes,and a shifted quadtree, and �nd the shortest 1-vapid odd-valent subgraph OVS of the spannerby dynamic programming.7. Convert the odd-valent subgraphs into matchings ofshorter or the same length by the usual method ofchoosing the shorter of the two matchings inside atour round an OVS.Theorem 44 The algorithm above will run in dO(d)N+O(dN logN) time and consume dO(d)N space, and itwill produce a matching whose expected length is at most1:5 exp(8 � 21�1=(d�1)pd) times optimal.Remark. Unlike our TST algorithm, we do not mod-ify our spanner to make it r-vapid. Instead we just �ndan r-vapid OVS inside the spanner, and we only allowr = 1. This makes the algorithm fast, but also sacri�cesany chance of getting arbitrarily good approximation.Proof. In the dynamic programming, suppose at somestage that C \relevant" (de�nition 6) spanner edges crossthe quadtree boundary. In that case we must combineO(C) subproblem solutions on the left with O(C) on theright { which may be accomplished in O(C) time since(by the de�nition 8 of \1-vapid") a problem on the leftis compatible with one on the right only if both sub-problems use the same boundary crossing spanner edge {which is the case we must worry about if the subproblemsboth have odd cardinality { or both use none { indepen-dent even cardinality subproblems. The total runtime isthus the total number of spanner-quadtree relevant cross-ings, which is dO(d)N logN since there are dO(d)N span-ner edges, each of which is relevant in O(logN) quadtreeboxes (cf. lemmas 7, 12).It follows from the structure theorems 10 and 27 (withg = 2, � = 1, r = 1) that the best 1-vapid matchingis � exp(8 � 21�1=(d�1)pd) times longer than optimal, inexpectation with a random quadtree. We sacri�ce anadditional factor of 1:5 if we use a 1:5-spanner. 2Remark. We would also sacri�ce an additional factorof 2 if we want probability of \success" (i.e., getting be-low twice the expectation value) � 1=2. But the factorof 1:5 � 2 = 3 may be reduced arbitrarily near to 1 byusing (1 + �)-spanners and taking the best of multipleruns.Is there is some way to turn our Monte Carlo algorithmLas Vegas, or to allow (1 + �) approximation?5 Discussion and Open Problems5.1 PracticalityAre our algorithms of \practical" importance? This isnot clear.DocNumber 20 . 5. 1. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesFirst, it depends on how much better than our worst-case bounds, our algorithms will typically perform. Sec-ond, it may be possible to combine our algorithmic ideas{ which yield provable worst case bounds { with other,\heuristic" ideas, which may have drastic e�ects on thepracticality of our algorithms, even though their e�ecton the worst case behavior is either nonexistent, or toocomplicated to analyze. Examples of possible heuristicideas:1. \Cleaning up" the \detours" induced by our span-ner modi�cation procedure by some kind of post-processing (perhaps a \local optimization").2. Solving all su�ciently small subproblems arising inour algorithm via previous (heuristic local optimiza-tion, or exhaustive search) algorithms.3. Choosing the quadtree split coordinates in someheuristic manner.It seems impossible to tell how much e�ect these ployswill have, except by experiment.A brief survey of the competition is below.TST: In practice heuristic algorithms such as the Lin-Kernighan [29] [34] [14] local optimization procedure andHeld-Karp lower bound [22] [37] will rapidly �nd a TSTand a proof that it is within a small factor (usually afew percent) of optimality. No proof is known that therunning time is always going to be rapid or that theapproximation is always going to be good, but in practiceit almost always is. Furthermore, programs that branchand bound (using high quality lower bounds arising from\polyhedral combinatorics" [26] [21] which empiricallyalways seem to exhibit errors well below 1%) can �nd theoptimal tour, and prove it, for TST problems with 1000sof sites [33]24. These procedures undoubtedly consumeasymptotically exponential runtime (1 + c)N , or quitelikely even NcN , for some c > 0. But empirically c isremarkably small25 (c � 0:004? Or even less?). TheTST algorithms in this paper, and the previous ones byArora, seem unlikely to be competitive with this level ofperformance in practice. For example { disregarding theconstants in the Os { the 2(sd)O(d) factor in our runtimebound (EQ 8) when d = 2 and s = 10 (for 10% accuracyin the worst case), would be 2400.However, at the end of [1], Arora points out that a(slower form of) his algorithm may be interpreted asa local optimizer. (Ours too.) It is possible that thisinterpretation is of more practical value than our algo-rithms, because then the powerful competing techniques[33] [45] could be used as Arora's local optimizer! Alsothese techniques could be used to solve the small \TSTwith boundary conditions" subproblems arising in ouralgorithm.24The lowest cardinality of any as-yet inexactly solved TST prob-lem in \TSPlib" [35] is 2103.25Also, it should be possible to combine the NO(pN) time exact2D TST algorithm of [39] with the branch and bound programs toget the best of both worlds.

If one does implement our TST algorithm, one maywant to \clean up" the tour by performing, e.g., 2-optor Lin-Kernighan as a postprocessing step. However, itis not known if this can be done in a polynomial numberof steps, even in the plane26.SMT: The best computer program so far [45] can solveproblems with 140 random27 sites in 2D. See also [17] fora program which can solve 55-site 2D RSMT problems.An impractical exact RSMT algorithm running inNO(pN) time is described in [40]; recently the author(Smith) has generalized this to NO(N1�1=d) in d dimen-sions while at the same time making it much more prac-tical.Later note: A recent breakthrough (for practical pur-poses) is a program by D.Warme [44], in cooperationwith P.Winter and M.Zachariasen, which can now solve2000-site 2D SMT and 1000-site 2D RSMT problems.The worst case runtime behavior of their algorithm ap-pears (!) to be doubly exponential: ABN .At present, however, the best available program forSMT in � 3D [40], can only solve 12-site SMTs.Thus again { at least on the surface { it seems asthough our algorithm cannot have much practical im-pact in 2D. Looking more deeply, again it may be pos-sible by combining our techniques with the competingones, to get a practical impact. By locally optimizingthe SMT output by our algorithm with the aid of theHwang O(N)-time 2D topology optimization algorithmdescribed in [40] or the Smith multi-D topology optimiza-tion algorithm also described there, (see also [3]; also theexhaustive search algorithm of [45] may be used as a lo-cal optimizer by applying it to subtrees); and by usingthe competing exhaustive search algorithms to solve thesmall subproblems arising in our algorithm; it may bepossible to �nd very good approximate SMTs even forvery large N .Since our current competition when d � 3 is abysmal,our approximate SMT algorithm may have direct prac-tical value when d = 3.Finally, our approximate EC and M2M algorithmsmay be useful. We don't know of any competition here.5.2 Open questionsMinimum Matching Can our (1 + �)-approximationapproach be made to work for MM still in O(N logN)time?26Van Leeuwen and Schoone [27] show that performing any� N3=4 elementary uncrossing operations will always uncross aTST (also MM, etc.) of N sites in general position in the plane.There is a version of our algorithm which may be thought of asproducing a short crossing free tour but in which the paths be-tween adjacent sites are not necessarily single line segments, butmay instead contain numerous little detours. If these paths are\yanked taut" then our TST will become still shorter, but will nolonger necessarily be crossing free.27In an average time of < 1 hour, but the hardest among 100such problems required 34 hours. Problems in which the sites forman n�m grid give the program much more di�culty because thereare then an exponentially large number of nearly equal SMTs. Forsuch point sets, the program of [45] can only reach nm = 35.DocNumber 21 . 5. 2. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesOther models of computation: In models of com-putation permitting operations such as the \oor" func-tion { models in which o(N logN) sorting is possible {is it possible to make our techniques run in o(N logN)time?The authors believe that the answer to both of theabove questions is \yes," at least if one is willing to ac-cept \Monte Carlo" algorithms (which can fail with noindication of failure). In fact we have techniques to doit { except that we have not yet investigated these tech-niques in enough detail and with enough care to be sureof ourselves. If they work, we'll write them up in one ormore subsequent papers.Spanners: Improve the Arya spanner theorem fur-ther. First, one could try to replace the expression\O(d)" appearing in exponents in our bounds (x6) bysomething more precise, indeed in any particular �xedlow dimension d one would like to know the exact answer.Second, one could investigate the interesting question, ofjust how much Steiner points can help. (We've shown intheorems 53 and 55 that they can help, tremendously.)Third, it might be possible to make better spanners still,where \better" is some notion tailored purely for the ap-plications of the present paper.Banyans: The dependence of our construction (x4)on d may be far from optimal. For example, our (1+ �)-banyans use (d=�)O(d)dO(d2)N Steiner points, and per-haps only (d=�)O(d)N are really needed. Banyans seemto be of fundamental importance, so it is worth trying tounderstand them more precisely.References[1] S. Arora. Nearly linear time approximation schemesfor Euclidean TSP and other geometric prob-lems. In Proceedings of the 38th Annual Sympo-sium on Foundations of Computer Science, 1997.Also available electronically on Arora's web pagehttp://www.cs.princeton.edu/�arora/publist.htmlin an updated form.[2] S. Arya, G.Das, D.M.Mount, J.S.Salowe, andM.Smid. Euclidean spanners: short, thin, and lanky.In Proceedings of the 27th Annual ACM Symposiumon Theory of Computing, pages 489{498, 1995.[3] J.E. Beasley and F.Go�net. A Delaunaytriangulation-based heuristic for the EuclideanSteiner problem. Networks, pages 215{224, 1994.[4] A. Borchers and D-Z. Du. The k-steiner ratio ingraphs. SIAM J. Computing, 26(3):857{869, 1997.[5] P.B. Callahan and S.R.Kosaraju. A decompositionof multi-dimensional point sets with applications tok-nearest neighbors and n-body potential �elds. InProceedings of the 24th Annual ACM Symposium onTheory of Computing, pages 546{556, 1992.
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Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesforcing any (1 + �)-spanner (at least if it is not allowedto incorporate extra [\Steiner"] points) to have order N2edges of length � 1. Meanwhile the MST of these pointshas length of orderN1�1=(d�1), so the spanner is 
(1=�)dtimes longer than the SMT.Remark. But, what are the correct constants to putin the O(d)s? Well, we think it is safe to say that theseconstants lie between 1 and 5. Furthermore, we haveanalysis (omitted because we are not yet 100% con�-dent of it) of a new 2-dimensional spanner construc-tion algorithm, which seems to indicate that in 2D, a(1 + �)-spanner always exists, which is O(��2:51) timeslonger than the SMT. The example ofN points uniformlyspaced around a circle, with � = 3=N , shows that \2.51"cannot be improved beyond \2." However, the possibil-ity still remains open that by extending the concept of\spanner graph" to now also allow extra \Steiner" ver-tices in the graph, we might be able to do better, perhapseven better than \2." This is explored in x6.1.Remark. If one does not require near-linear runtime,and will be satis�ed with runtime cubic in N , then avery simple \greedy algorithm" for constructing a (1+�)-spanner is known to work to yield a spanner at most(d=�)O(d) times longer than the Steiner minimum tree.Speci�cally, you consider candidate edges in increasingorder of length, and add an edge (u; v) to the t-spannerif and only if the length of the shortest path from uto v in the (partially constructed old) spanner exceeds(1 + �) � dist(u; v).In 2D, a simple construction does better than the Aryaresult in every way except for the fact that it will not nec-essarily be only a constant factor longer than the SMT:Theorem 46 (2D Spanner Theorem) For N sitesin the plane, there exists a (1 + �)-spanner which hasO(��1N) edges, maximum valence O(��1), and whichmay be constructed in O(��1N logN) time. (The con-stants in our O's are independent of d, N , and �.)Proof sketch. This was shown in [39] so we onlysketch the proof. The graph is the \directional near-est neighbor" graph DNNG in which every site P isjoined to its nearest neighbor in a wedge with apex Pand angular width O(�). (We assume nearest neighborsare unique since the sites are in general position.) Thedistance approximation result is proven by considera-tion of a \greedy path." The runtime bound is shownby, for each of ��1 direction ranges, �nding the DNNGedges in that direction range in O(N logN) time withthe aid of \directional voronoi diagrams" via a \planesweep" paradigm. Everything has now been shown, ex-cept that the maximum valence in DNNG is not nec-essarily O(��1). The maximum out-valence obeys thisbound, but the in-valencies need not. The solution tothis, is to remove all the edges pointing into a vertexwhich has more than twice as much invalence as desired,except that edges which happen to be bidirected, arenot removed. This clearly makes the invalencies obeythe bound, and as is shown in section 4 of [2], will notcause � to increase by more than a constant factor. 2

Proof sketch for Improved Arya et al. Spanner The-orem 45: With all the (d=�)O(d)'s omitted and replacedby \O(1) when d is �xed," this was already proven in [2]and [10]. So all we plan to do is indicate how to tightentheir analysis appropriately.De�nition 47 Let � � 1 be an integer. A set S ofinter-site edges \satis�es the (�; c)-isolation property" if:for each edge of length L there exists a hypercylinder oflength and radius cL and axis a subinterval of that edge,where c, 0 < c < 1, is a constant, such that each hyper-cylinder intersects at most � edges.The main result of [10], as tightened by us, is theLemma 48 ((�; c)-isolation Lemma) If a set S ofinter-site edges satis�es the (�; c)-isolation property, thenthe total length of all the edges isO(�d log dc ) `(SMT ) (29)where SMT is the Steiner minimal tree of the sites andthe constant in the \O(d)" is independent of N , d, andc. Remark Actually, Das et al. [10] only proved thisfor � = 1 (in which case we will speak of \c-isolation"),but the result for � > 1 follows immediately from the� = 1 result by considering the \interference digraph"of the edges. (An edge A \interferes with" edge B ifedge A intersects B's hypercylinder.) The interferencedigraph has all outvalencies� ��1. Hence its undirectedversion has average valence � 2��2 and is colorable with� 2��1 colors by removing a vertex of valence � 2��2,inductively coloring the remaining graph { which still hasall outvalencies� (��1) { and then coloring the removedvertex. Now each color class of edges satis�es the plain c-isolation condition. Hence we may assume � = 1 WLOGin what follows. Also WLOG we may then demand thatall the hypercylinders be disjoint since that could thenbe accomplished by shrinking them by a factor of 2.Two subsidiary results they needed are:Lemma 49 (Long Steiner edge Lemma) AnySteiner tree of N sites on a unit hypersphere in d-space,plus a site at the sphere center, must contain an edgelonger than 
((d log d)�1). Here the constant in the \
"is independent of d and N .Proof sketch. There are two possible proofs of this.The �rst proof uses our lemma 36. We explore outwardfrom the sphere center out to depth k = 
(d log d) edgesdeep into the SMT. If this exploration reaches the surfaceof the sphere, or even halfway there, we are done { anedge of length � 1=(2k) must have occurred in the � k-edge path that got us there. But by the empty spherelemma 36 with r = 1=2, we must have reached radius� 1=2, since the explored portion of the SMT has 2k =d
(d) vertices since Steiner points have valency 3, andall the vertices must be Steiner since the unit sphere isDocNumber 24 . 6. 0. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesby hypothesis empty { but lemma 36 says the radius-1=2sphere contains only dO(d) Steiner points, which (with asu�ciently large constant in our de�nition of k) wouldbe a contradiction.The second proof is to follow the proof in Das et al.[10]'s section 2.2, but now making the numbers explicit.Let the site at the sphere center be regarded as the treeroot. Suppose the portion of the SMT whose path dis-tance to the root lies in the interval (1� 2 � 2�i; 1� 2�i)has no edge longer than 1=Ri. The Das argument showsthat 1 + log2 Ri � Ri�1(d� 1)2i : (30)Also, if 2�iRi > log2N for any i, a contradiction results(the SMT would have more than N leaves). The claimis that if R1 is a su�ciently large constant times (d �1) log d, then that will be su�cient to start the recurrence(30) growing explosively forever. Thus R1 = O(d log d)is essential to prevent this superexponential growth (andthe resulting contradiction), which proves our claim. 2Lemma 50 (Spherical cap covering lemma) Youcan cover a sphere with spherical caps of angular radius� using only O(1=�)d�1 caps.Proof: e.g., see [36]. 2Proof sketch for c-isolation lemma 48: We follow theargument in Das et al. [10]'s section 3.1. Take the edgesin S and divide them into nearly parallel (within, say,20�) groups according to the direction cones of the Spher-ical cap covering lemma. We now consider only one suchgroup of S edges, WLOG the one within 20� of being ver-tical. All the hypercylinders in this group are (WLOG ifwe pre-shrink our cylinders by a factor of 2 if necessary)disjoint. For each such group, we argue that its length isO(d log d) � length(SMT). Because, there are 2 kinds ofedges:1. Edges such that the part of the SMT inside the hy-percylinder joins both ends of the hypercylinder. Inthat case, clearly we can charge our edge length tothe SMT length.2. The other edges. In this case, consider the edge withthe topmost top endpoint. Extend its hypercylinderin�nitely far in both directions. Because our top-most endpoint must be connected in the SMT tothe outside world, the SMT must include a point atthe cylinder axis (namely, our edge's top endpoint)and on the cylinder's walls. In this case we can applythe Long Steiner edge Lemma 49 to see the relevantpart of the SMT must contain a long edge, which weget rid of, replacing it with our edge instead (cost-ing an order d log d factor) and then we continue onperforming modi�cations to the SMT which keep ita connecting network but which now allow us to ap-ply the argument again at the second topmost edge,the third, and so on.

Finally, note, in both cases above we also pay a factorO(1=c) because the length and radius of the cylinder arecL for an edge of length L. Because the length and radiusof the cylinder are equal, we in fact only needed � = 20�,(anyhow a constant) in the spherical cap covering Lemma50, causing us to pay a factor (the cardinality of the capcovering) only 2O(d). The product of all the factors wepay is (29). 2Now (to proceed �nally with the proof of the ImprovedArya Spanner Theorem) [2] based their results on a con-struction of \s-separated pairs" by [5], who showed howto compute a complete set of O(sdN) s-separated pairsin O(N logN + sdN) time and O(sdN) space.De�nition 51 Two sets A and B of points are \s-separated" ifs � minfdiamA; diamBg � dist(A;B): (31)De�nition 52 A \complete set of M s-separated pairs"for an N-point set, is a set of M subsets A1, A2, ...,AM , and another set of M subsets B1, B2, ..., BM , ofthe points, such that for every pair of points a; b, thereexists a unique j so that a 2 Aj , b 2 Bj , and (Aj ; Bj) iss-separated.[2] observed that a complete set of s-separated pairscould be converted into a (1+�)-spanner, not necessarilyof small total length, where s = O(d=�).[2] (in their section 5) then showed how to modify thesepairs by moving some of the \box representatives" to thesides of their boxes, and then by deleting certain longedges in cones of angular radius O(�), to get a shorter(1+�)-spanner. All of these conversions could be accom-plished in time depending only linearly on the numberof edges in the spanner. By using packing argumentsone may see that if the edges in this spanner are parti-tioned into direction-cone classes according to the caps ina spherical cap covering as in the Spherical cap coveringlemma 50 (but now using angular radius � = O(�) ratherthan 20�) each class necessarily will be (�; c)-isolated,with c=� = (�=d)O(d). Now applying the (�; c)-isolationlemma 48 completes the proof. 26.1 Improving spanners by allowing \Steiner points"One could extend the de�nition of \spanner" to allowextra \Steiner" vertices to exist. The fact that this couldpermit tremendously shorter spanners, follows from theexamples in theorems 53 and 54, and the algorithmicimprovement in theorem 55.Theorem 53 (2D counterexample Theorem) IfN = 2p, p � 1, here is an example of a 2D 2N-point setin which a (1+ �)-spanner with Steiner points exists thatis order ��1=j log �j times shorter than any (1+�)-spannerwithout: Space N points uniformly along the East andWest sides of a unit height rectangle of width N , andchoose � = 0:75=((N � 1)N).DocNumber 25 . 6. 1. 0



Rao-Smith typeset 793 May 23, 1998 Approximation schemesProof. Any Steinerless spanner must connect everypoint on the East side directly to every point on theWest side for total length of order N3, i.e. order ��1times the length (which is N + 2) of the MST.However, draw a complete binary tree (we've assumedN is a power of 2) with root at the rectangle center andleaves at the N East side points, in such a way that alledges of this tree are line segments with slope �1=N .(Also mirror this tree about the vertical midline.) Theresulting network will be a spanner with approximationratio � p1 +N�2 < 1 + �. Its total length will beO(N logN), which is j log �j � `(MST ). 2This construction can be generalized to dimensionsd � 3. Distribute N points randomly in the two (d� 1)-balls that form the end caps of a d-dimensional hyper-cylinder of unit radius and length L of order N1=(d�1).Theorem 54 (General-d counterexample Theo-rem) If d � 3 is �xed, then for the d-dimensional pointset described above, in the limit where N !1: When �is of order N�2=(d�1), any (1+�)-spanner without Steinerpoints must have length at least ��
(d) times longer thanthe shortest (1 + �)-spanner which has Steiner points.Proof omitted.Theorem 55 The length bound in the (1 + �)-spannerconstruction of [2] may be improved by a factor of �
(1)while leaving the approximation behavior una�ected byputting Steiner points into the construction.Proof sketch for the case d = 2 only: The key obser-vation in the most naive version of the Arya et al. [2]construction was that by joining set representatives byan edge, by use of a complete set of s-separated pairsone could get a 1+O(d=s)-spanner. We can instead joinwell separated pairs by a tree-like object with order sleaves as in the Counterexample Theorems above, to geta spanner with approximation error of order s�2 insteadof s�1 when d = 2. Now in [2]'s less-naive constructionswhose purpose was to get a short spanner, they performvarious alterations and make various arguments basedon cones of angles and c-isolation. These arguments mayalso be made in our case, although we have to take nar-rower angular cones (of angular radius O(s�2) now, nots�1) due to our desire to get squared approximation er-ror. At the end of the argument, we have still saved ans
(d) factor in some parts of the argument (versus justsquaring � and then using the plain Arya construction),although not in other parts, resulting (since the factorsmultiply) in a genuine savings. 2Although the above results suggest that \steinerizing"spanners could improve them drastically, the below re-sult shows that the improvement, at least for some pointsets, can never be drastic enough to impugn the optimal-ity of the \��O(d)" factor in our improved Arya SpannerTheorem 45.Theorem 56 (Steinerized spanners cannot be tooshort) For random points in d-space (arising from a d-dimensional Poisson process), any (1 + �)-spanner, even

a steinerized one, must be (with high probability) at leastof length 
(1=�)(d�1=d)=2 times the length of the SMT.Proof sketch. Consider points distributed in d-spaceaccording to a unit density Poisson process.De�nition 57 The \R-ellipsoid" with foci A;B is thelocus of points P such that dist(A;P ) + dist(B;P ) �Rdist(A;B).Let R = 1 + �. If we can �nd a large number of R-ellipsoids, every two of which are almost entirely disjoint,then any (even steinerized) R-spanner must be at leastas long as the sum of the lengths of these ellipsoids, be-cause any R-spanner path from A to B has to be entirelyenclosed inside the R-ellipsoid of A and B.Typical points P have order ��(d�1)=2 points at a dis-tance from them of order ��(d�1)=(2d)pd. The (1 + �)-ellipsoids with foci at these points and at P are eachempty with a probability of order 1, since they have d-volume of order 1. In fact by changing the constants wecan make the emptiness probability become 1 � O(cd),because the ellipsoid d-volumes are of order cd, for anyconstant c, 0 < c < 1. Throw out ellipsoids that arenot empty. We claim a large fraction of these ellipsoidswith common focus P are disjoint except for compara-tively small regions (of diameter much smaller than theirlength) located near P . (This may be seen by consider-ing them angularly, viewed from their common focus.)Throw out ones that are not (more precisely, �nd a largeindependent set among them, which can be done by asimple min-valence greedy algorithm because the aver-age valency of the intersection graph of the ellipsoids isvery small).The total volume fraction of d-space occupied by theellipsoids we've just described is O(cd) (a similar re-sult is also true in any (d � 1)-dimensional subspace).This means that the fact that our points are random,which means any two ellipsoids are completely indepen-dent (unless they share a foci, which is a case we dealtwith specially) means that the probability that a givenellipsoid is intersected by any other independent one, isvery small. This may be used to see that, if c is su�-ciently small, then with high probability a large fractionof the ellipsoids we described in fact are disjoint (exceptfor small regions near common foci, which don't matter).This leads to the conclusion of the theorem. (Note,the MST of points from a unit density Poisson processhas length O(pd) per point, by, e.g. considering joiningevery point to its nearest neighbor that lies below it.) 2
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